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Samurai-Shogunate and Meiji Restoration

The Ruins 荒蕪 of Yamato Rulers’
Tombs before the Meiji Restoration

Yūriaku 雄略 (大阪府羽曳野市)

Tenji 天智 (京都市山科區)

Kimmei 欽明 (高市郡 明日香村)

文久帝陵圖 宮內廳書陵部所藏
(Right Middle) The alleged ruins of
Jimmu’s Tomb at the Unebi Mountain
before rebuilt for “restoration.” Unebiyama is a hill located between the
villages of Shirakashi and Masuge in
Yamato, near which, according to the
Nihongi, Jimmu had fixed his residence
Kashiwabara no miya in 660 BCE, and
was later buried. In 1889, Kashiwabara-

奈良縣 橿原市 大久保町 (1863 復原 前-後)

jingū temple was erected on its summit.
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Revival of the Emperor-Worship Ideology

CHAPTER ELEVEN

Samurai-Shogunate Period and Meiji Restoration
REVIVAL OF THE EMPEROR-WORSHIP IDEOLOGY

1. Dynasties Were Collapsing Everywhere
11.1. Capitals of the Yamato Kingdom
Fujiwara-kyō (藤原京 694-710); Heijōkyō (平城京 Nara, 710-84); Nagaokakyō (長岡京 784-794); and Heian-kyō
(平安京 Kyōto, 794-1868)
Yamato court had relocated its capital
within the Asuka area each time a new
king came to the throne. In 645, prince
Naka no Ōe (Tenji, r.661-71), assisted
by Nakatomi Kamatari (中臣鎌足 61469), eliminated the Soga clan.
Kamatari’s son, Fujiwara Fubito (藤原

不比等 659-720), tried to implement
the Taika Reform, and also to establish
the first “permanent” capital to

Periods of drought in the Mediterranean, North Africa
and far to the east into Asia had two high points, between 300-400
and around 800. Many places where agriculture had been carried
on with elaborate irrigation networks were abandoned due to
widespread drought.1 The decline and fall of the Tang dynasty
began in the middle of the eighth century. Franke and Twitchett
(1994: 5-6) note: “around 840 the stability of northern Asia began
to unravel. First the Tibetan kingdom suddenly collapsed … the
Uighur empire disintegrated … The Tang empire was destroyed
by … rebellion…. In the last years of the century, central
authority began to break down in Japan … the Silla kingdom
broke up into three regional warlord states… Parhae went into a
terminal decline … and in the far southwest Nanchao too fell
apart … and in AD 900 the international situation had been fluid
for some sixty years, and governments were collapsing
everywhere.”

accommodate the growing
bureaucracy. Jitō (r.686-97) made the
final decision of the transfer to
Fujiwara-kyō in 694. After a mere 16
years, however, Fubito decided to
relocate the capital yet again to Heijōkyō, about 16 km north of Fujiwara-kyō.

FALL OF SILLA AND RISE OF THE KORYEO DYNASTY

By the mid-eighth century, the culture and arts of the
Unified Silla society seemed at the height of their glory. Beneath
the surface, however, power struggles between the leading
aristocratic clans and ruling royal families set in motion the
process of the nation’s decline and fall. The beginning of this
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turbulent period coincided with the beginning of global drought
c.800. When Korea proper was divided into several kingdoms,
ceaselessly fighting each other for conquest or mere survival, the
rulers of each state had to maintain not only a strong autocratic
rule for instant nation-wide mobilizations, but also a rational and
fair institutional arrangement to consolidate the patriotic loyalty
of peasants. When the unification was achieved, however, the
centralized aristocratic system soon began to degenerate into a
ruthless means to exploit peasants.
The non-royal aristocracy eventually seized political
power, abolished the system of annual grain grants from “office
land,” and restored the old “stipend village” system for
government officials, while continuing the “tax villages” enabling
the aristocracy to hold agricultural land in perpetuity. The
impoverished peasants who could not repay their debts were
reduced to slavery.
Ambitious nobles created private military forces, arming
their slaves and recruiting the roaming peasants.2 There occurred
open contests for the throne, producing twenty kings during Silla’s
last 155 years (780-935). A contender for the throne often had to
ally himself with local chiefs. In the countryside, the castle lords,
some of them with a capital aristocratic background but most of
them being indigenous local headmen in the final days, usurped
the positions of the provincial magistrates who had been
dispatched from the capital.
The first large scale peasant revolt broke out in 889, and
then a succession of rebellions erupted all over the country. Two
leaders, one from poor peasant stock and the other an outcast
royal prince, eventually consolidated the peasant rebel forces
(called the armed Grass Brigands), and established the Later
Paekche in 892 and Later Koguryeo in 901, respectively. The Later
Three Kingdom period in the Korean Peninsula (892-936) roughly
matches the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdom period (907-960) in
mainland China.
Wang Keon (r.918-43) had emerged from a powerful
local clan in the Kae-seong area that had been engaged in
extensive maritime commercial activities. He had at first served as
a commander of the Later Koguryeo (901-18) army, and then put
forward by the generals for the kingship. 3 He established the
Koryeo dynasty (918-1392), winning surrender of the last ruler of

Fall of Silla and Rise of Koryeo Dynasty

1

See Lamb (1995: 156-69). The Mayan

civilization reached a zenith around
750, but their society imploded because
of severe droughts between 760-910.
See Peterson and Haug (2005: 322-7).
2

The nobles commanded their own

private soldiery recruited from the local
populace and landless wanderers,
exacting taxes and corvée service from
the peasant.
3

Wang Keon and his immediate

successors restructured the entire
society and relieved the misery of
common people by establishing a more
equitable land-tax system and
emancipating a large number of slaves.

11.2. Koryeo mountain fortresses at
(top) Sari-won city, Hwang-hae-do, and
(bottom) Kae-sung
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Decline and Fall of the Tang Dynasty

4

The territorial expansion of the Tang

Silla in 935, and destroying the Later Paekche in 936.

empire reached its peak by 680, but the
rise of Tibetans and Eastern Turks in
Inner Asia and of Parhae in Manchuria
soon began to push back the Tang
frontiers. The Second Turkic Empire
(682-741) emerged in 682 that ruled the
Mongolian steppe until it was replaced
by the Uighur Turkic Empire (744-840).
There occurred a devastating Qidan
invasion of Hebei in 696, and the
Qidans could be destroyed in 697 only
by borrowing the Turkic forces.
See Barfield (1989: 145) and
Twitchett and Wechsler (1979: 284).
Graff (2002: 206) notes that: “In 678
another Tang army campaigning in the
Qinghai region was similarly exposed to
defeat in detail at the hands of the
Tibetans, and in 680 Tibetan forces
captured the important fortress of
Anrong in the mountainous borderland
of northwestern Sichuan.”

11.3. Thirteenth century warriors in
the Japanese Islands

蒙古襲來繪詞

FALL OF TANG AND RISE OF THE QIDAN LIAO DYNASTY

Empress Wu, in alliance with the Silla, could conquer
Paekche in 663 and Koguryeo in 668, but Tang could not enjoy
her exploits even for a few years. Fighting against the Silla began
in 671, and the Tang army was expelled from the Korean
Peninsula in 676.4 There then emerged the Parhae in 698, and the
Tang were expelled also from the Liaodong area by the mid-eighth
century, retreating behind the Great Wall. The remnants of the
Koguryeo people, together with the Sumo-Mohe tribes,
established the Parhae (Bohai) dynasty in Manchuria. Parhae
coexisted with Tang, and survived twenty years longer until 926.
After the reign of Empress Wu (660-705), one could
plainly see the decaying might of the Tang’s military forces. By the
early eighth century, the Tang government had lost control of
land allotment, the Equal Field system (that had been introduced
by Northern Wei in 485 and retained by the later Xianbei
conquest dynasties) became ineffective, and control over the land
and peasants by the landed-gentry families greatly increased. As
the concentration of landholdings accelerated, less and less land
became available for redistribution, and the formation of large
private estates revived the old Qin-Han type land system. The
polarization of land ownership destroyed the very foundation of
the fubing system. The year 737 saw a decisive shift toward
mercenary army. The Tang government abandoned the fubing
system altogether in 749, relying on a mercenary army that was to
be maintained by the subsequent Han Chinese dynasties, Song and
Ming.
The successors to Empress Wu, anxious to avoid
Turkish attacks, offered marriage proposals, gifts and subsidies.
Even before the An Lushan rebellion (755-63), the Uighur Turks
had extorted huge amounts of silk and other gifts from the Tang.
The Tang’s rule became nominal after a series of rebellions
beginning with An Lushan, and the Uighur Turks became the
extortioner-cum-protector. By the ninth century, regional military
commanders (Jiedushi), who were often foreigners, did not permit
interference from the central government. According to Fairbank
(1992: 86), “the actual interregnum in central power lasted all the
way from the rebellion of 755 to 979.”
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Taking advantage of the anarchy on the steppe, Abaoji
led a great expedition into the steppe in 924-5, conquering
northern Mongolia. He also established his sovereignty over the
Uighur Turks who came to be settled in the Gansu area. Abaoji
conquered Parhae in 926, just before his death, unifying virtually
the whole of Manchuria. In 936, a son-in-law of the Shatuo
emperor had ascended the throne and established the Later Jin
dynasty (936-46) by allying himself with the Qidan and ceding to
them the sixteen northern provinces. After the rapid succession
of the Five Dynasties in the north, the commander of the palace
guard, Zhao Guang’yin (Song Taizu), under the last of the
dynasties (Later Zhou) was elevated to emperor by his troops in
960.
The Qidans had maintained hostile confrontations
against Song (960-1127), but eventually concluded a peace treaty
in 1004 which called for the Song to deliver 200,000 bolts of silk
and 100,000 ounces of silver annually to the Qidans. The Qidan
were content to occupy the Beijing-Datong area. The peace by the
treaties of 1004 and 1042 was preserved for a hundred years. Liao
(907-1125) came to occupy Manchuria, Mongolia, and the
northeastern part of China, stretching from the borders of Korea
in the east to the Altai Mountains in the west, and monopolizing
China’s direct communication with Central and Western Asia.
China inherited from Qidan the medieval European name Cathay
(Kitaia, Cathaia), the name that still remains the standard
designation for China throughout the Slavonic world, including
Russia.
Every Qidan invasion of Koryeo in the 1010s ended in
failure, but in 1020 the Koryeo court, keeping its cis-Yalu territory,
promised to abandon its hostile stance against Qidan and to break
its relations with the Song, and thenceforth their relationship was
peaceful.
The early Murong Yan dynasties (designated either as the
Former, Later, Western or Southern Yan, 337-410) had fallen
victim to another Xianbei tribe, the Touba (Northern Wei, 386534), that went on to unify North China by 439. Seven hundred
years later, the Qidan Liao also fell victim to another Manchurian
tribe, the Nüzhens, who went on to conquer North China, seizing
the whole Central Plain by 1127 from the Song. Franke (1994:
215) states that, with the Jin dynasty (1115-1234), the Mohe-

The Pan-Manchurian Conquest Dynasties

11.4. Twelfth century warriors

武士登場 伴大納言繪卷

11.5. A 12th century fan
5

The Mononobe and Ōtomo clans had

formerly commanded the King’s army,
but peasants came to be conscripted

Decline and Fall of the Yamato Dynasty
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directly by the state to serve (for three

Nüzhen “Tungusic people appear for the first time in world
history as an identifiable entity and as a great political power. …
Centuries later the Nüzhens’ direct descendants, the Manchus,
repeated the achievements of their forefathers… This
time…they…subjugated the whole of China.”

years) either in their own provinces (led
by provincial officials), in the capital, on
the frontier, or for major military
campaigns (led by court nobles with
temporary military commissions).
Farris (2009: 82-3) notes that: “fighters
were responsible for supplying their

2. Fall of Yamato Dynasty and Era of the Samurai and Shogunate

own weapons… Nearly a quarter of
adult males were called for service, and

DECLINE AND FALL OF THE YAMATO DYNASTY

…there was a saying that ‘if one man is

The overthrow of the Soga clan was followed by the
Taika Reforms in 645 in the Japanese Islands. There followed the
fall of Paekche in 663 in the Korean Peninsula, the frantic efforts
of the Yamato court to fortify the possible Tang invasion route
on the Japanese Islands, and the reinforcement of the Ritsuryō
system for nation-wide military mobilization. By issuing the Taihō
law codes in 701 and Yōrō codes in 718, the entire populace in
the Japanese Islands came under the rule of Tang-style national
statute law with a centralized bureaucratic government. On the
basis of state ownership of land, peasants were allotted parcels of
land, paying taxes and providing corvèe service.
The Be people that had been controlled by the Kabane
bearing Uji leaders were transformed into freemen (kōmin) under
direct state control. Ruling clans were deprived of their traditional
privileges, such as holding troops to be used by the Yamato
sovereign as guards or in battle, but acquired a new status as highranking bureaucrats or hereditary local officials.5 The lower strata
of the old elite (such as the Kuni-no-miyatsuko) obtained positions
as local district officials. Government officials received fief
according to their rank, post, and merits.
The imported Ritsuryō system, however, did not fit the
clan-based Japanese society. When the Tang’s expansionist threat
disappeared in the aftermath of the An Lushan rebellion (755-63),
the Yamato rulers lost their zeal to enforce the Ritsuryō system.
During the Heian period (794-1185), especially after the reign of
Kammu (r.781-806), the Fujiwara clan, which had been prominent
in the implementation of Taika Reforms, established close marital
ties with the imperial family, and occupied most of the high
offices in the central government.6 Diplomatic contact with the
chaotically deteriorating Tang dynasty was discontinued after 838.

drafted, the whole household will … be
destroyed.’ [When there occurred] the
wars against the emish between 774
and 812…the court discovered how
inadequate

peasant

conscript

foot

soldiers were against the emish cavalry
[fighting as guerillas]. [R]evolts of Taira
no Masakado and Fujiwara Sumitomo
took place between 935 and 941.”
6

The relocation of capital from Heijōkyō to Nagaoka-kyō in 784 and to
Heian-kyō in 794 coincides with the

beginning of global drought around 800.
See also Sansom (1963: 140, 196-7).

11.6. Amida Coming over the Mountain
13th century Kamakura period color on
silk painting. Zenrin-ji, Kyōto
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Fujiwara Yoshifusa established the regency in 858,
effectively exercising the powers of emperor until 872. He was
succeeded by Fujiwara Mototsune. The effective rule by the
Fujiwara regency continued until the reign of Fujiwara Tadamichi
(1123-50), though the supremacy of the Fujiwara had ended with
the death of Michinaga in 1027 because other clans were
beginning to feel their own strength. Middle and lower level
positions in the central and provincial government became the
hereditary monopoly of a small number of other aristocratic
clans.
During the ninth century, the aristocratic clans (in the
capital and in the provinces) and large temples started to create
private manors (shōen), and by the tenth century, the public landholding system as well as the authority of the central government
collapsed completely.7 The Fujiwara clan owned the most
extensive manorial rights. As owners of the private estates,
powerful aristocrats and the monks of important temples had
appointed major local families and peasants to function as local
administrators.8
The spread of private estates reduced the state revenues,
forcing the imperial family to rely on income from its own estates,
and leading to a nation-wide breakdown of law and order. As
early as in 792, the Yamato court had abandoned its policy of
countrywide conscription of peasants and made district-level
officials responsible for keeping peace in the provinces.
Contemporary accounts give a picture of chaos and violence so
widespread that the commoners had to arm in self-defense. The
distressed people turned to religion for solace.9
By the early tenth century, small- and medium-sized
farmers began to arm themselves for self-protection and gather
around the wealthiest and most influential of their own standing.10
Farmers preferred a local magnate who claimed noble descent
than an aristocratic absentee landlord. Those who owned or
administered the great estates, on the other hand, were forced to
maintain private warriors to protect their lives and property.
Friday (1992: 174-5, 139) notes that “By the end of the ninth
century, most of the state’s military dirty work was being done by
private forces directed by private warriors operating in the name
of the government,” and also that by 914 the occupants of Kebiishi
(provincial police officers) posts were “all peasants of the

Advent of the Samurai: New Ruling Class

7

A court noble could give a local land-

holder immunity from taxation and
thereby receive a portion of the estate’s
produce in return for his protective
service. Family registers and the
allocation of farming land were
discontinued, and state-owned land
was integrated into the private estates.
8

According to Tsunoda, et al. (1958:

109), “control of the so-called
‘provinces,’ tenuous even at the start,
was in the ninth and tenth centuries
almost entirely lost to great families
who made a mockery of the land and
tax system imported from Tang.” The
characteristic feudal institutions of
medieval Japan (12th-16th centuries)
had their roots in the Heian Period.
9

See Sansom (1963: 236).

The Buddhist leaders did their best to
offer people consolation for the
miseries of the age that peaked in the
tenth century. The promise of salvation
in the Pure Land of Amida (offered to
the humble and unlettered who would
express their trust in Amida by intoning
his sacred title “Namu Amida Butsu”)
was made by Kūya, Hōnen and Ippen
(1239-89). These priests wandered the
country with ragged bands of followers
and spurred devotion to Amida by
distributing talismans (fuda) bearing his
name and by organizing ecstatic
dances chanting nembutsu as the
simplified means of salvation.
10

Friday (1992: 4)
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Era of the Samurai and Shogunate

11

According to Farris (1992: 150-2,

375), “Japanese peasants of the tenth
century moved too freely” to be reliant
on the leaders’ economic and social
functions and “warriors were free to
come and go as they pleased.” While
the peasant soldiers had farmed a bit of
land, they basically relied on robbing
and pillaging to sustain themselves.
12

Imperial offspring five or six

generations removed from the ruler
were cut off from the dynasty and given
surnames like other nobles. The royal
house had no surname. In 814, Saga
(r.809-23) created, as dynastic
shedding (分家), the surname
Minamoto (Gen 源) for 33 of his 50
children. In addition to the original Saga
Genji, there were Minamoto lineages
tracing their origins to Seiwa (r.858-76),
Uda (r.887-97), etc. Minamoto
Yoritomo, who established the
Kamakura shogunate, and Ashikaga
Takauji, who established the

province in which they hold office.” Sansom (1963: 239) observes
that: “It may be taken for granted that, especially in the provinces
remote from the capital, almost every farmer was a warrior.”
After being mobilized for fighting, the peasant soldiers
used to return to their lands.11 As time passed, however, there
evolved military specialists by natural selection who started to
form, from at least the early 10th century (say, late 930s), a
professional full-time warrior class called samurai, structured on
the lord-vassal ties among fighting men. In the Han Chinese Song
dynasty (960-1127-1279), the recommendation requirements for
the examination was abolished, and the Confucian examination
system became the dominant channel for official appointment,
power, and wealth, not only for the gentry but also for peasant, at
least in theory. The Yamato rulers had never adopted the
Confucian examination system. In the Japanese Islands, however,
there evolved a sort of meritocracy based on martial skills.
Whether of humble origin like Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1537-98) or
of obscure origin like Tokugawa Ieyasu (1542-1616), every
swordsman was placed on an equal footing. From about midHeian times on, samurai were in charge of provincial governments
and served as functionaries in the shōen. Replacing the hereditary
aristocracy, the samurai became the real ruling class of the
Japanese Islands from the late 12th century until the Meiji
Restoration of 1868. The only wonder is why it took such a long
time for the peasant warriors to recognize their absolute power.

Muromachi shogunate, both could trace
their descent from Seiwa Genji. In 825,
Kammu awarded the surname Taira
(Hei 平) to his grandson. Thereafter, all
members cut off from the imperial line
were surnamed either Minamoto or
Taira. Kammu’s great grandson was
also made Taira, and his descendants
achieved reputations as warriors. The
Hōjō family, who controlled the
Kamakura shogunate after the death of
Minamoto Yoritomo in 1219, also
claimed descent from the Taira. The
Tokugawa family tried to trace their
ancestry to the Minamoto line.

MILITARY GOVERNMENT BRINGING ORDER TO THE CHAOS

Aristocratic clans, including the surplus members of the
imperial family, that were unable to acquire high positions in the
central government went out to the provinces, assuming
leadership over the peasant warriors. They maintained their own
cavalry, and enrolled peasants as their swordsmen and archers.
The Minamoto clan (Genji) and the Taira clan (Heishi), both
descended from the imperial family, came to serve as the two
largest rallying points of peasant warriors.12 The leadership of the
imperial line could legitimize the raw power of peasant warriors.
Until the end of the twelfth century, however, the peasant
warriors were still the servants of the court and the state.
“Samurai” literally means “one who serves.” The local leaders of
peasant warriors were politically naïve and remained outside the
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power structure for a long time. According to Farris (1992: 176),
court nobles had their own warriors to guard their mansions, and
were “able to keep [provincial] warriors at heel by setting them
against themselves.”
The Taira clan captured political power first (1156-60)
and occupied the higher official positions of the central
government in 1167, but was overthrown by the Minamoto clan
after the Genpei War of 1180-5. Minamoto Yoritomo (1147-99)
commenced the Kamakura shogunate (1192-1333) at a seaside
village in the east. There emerged a complicated feudal system
with an imperial court still appointing provincial officials, owners
of private estates appointing their own administrators, and the
shogun appointing his own vassals as provincial military governors
(shugo). Although the court nobles were still able to compete for
power and influence with warriors, the establishment of military
government in Kamakura effectively terminated the rule by the
Yamato court. The collapse of the aristocratic Yamato court
brought new leaders on the scene and a greater participation by
the locals in the national life. The military government, in one
form or another, endured into the nineteenth century.13
The Mongol invasions in 1274 and 1281 had weakened
the Kamakura bakufu, and the outlaw bands (akutō) proliferated. A
samurai leader named Ashikaga Takauji (1305-58), who could also
claim the imperial line, established the Muromachi shogunate
(1333-1573) with its headquarters located in Kyōto after 1378, and
let feudal military officials, shugo daimyōs, rule over independent
provincial areas. The samurai and peasants organized autonomous
local organizations, and the regional daimyōs tried to incorporate
these various autonomous entities into their own political system,
and to organize local warriors into armies on the basis of lordvassal relationships.14
By the end of the fifteenth century, local military lords
emerged out of the ranks of local warrior-landowners (kokujin 國
人). With a decline in shogunal leadership, local deputy military
governors (shugo-dai 代) and local warrior-landowners began “the
overturning of those on top (gekokujō 下剋上), displacing the
military governors (shugo daimyōs 守護大名) appointed by the
Muromachi shogunate;” established control over provinces that
had been ruled by the great shugo houses; and waged constant war
to enlarge their domains. Jansen (1995: 142) notes that: “Unlike

Warring States Period: Sengoku Daimyō

13

See Tsunoda, et al. (1958: 181).

Jansen (1995: x) notes that: “Most
shugo resided in their original base or
in Kamakura, so that opportunities for
troublemakers in the provinces were
plentiful.”
14

Emperor Godaigo (r.1318-39) had

rallied discontented warriors to bring
the Kamkura bakufu to its final crisis.
After their defeat against Takauji in
1335, an alternate line of emperors had
been placed in Kyōto, while Godaigo’s
followers maintained a rival court at
Yoshino. The struggle between the
Northern and Southern courts (133692) was resolved later by a settlement
calling for alternation between the two
lines. The Muromachi shogunate was
destroyed in 1572 by a feudal lord, Oda
Nobunaga, who was killed in 1582 by
one of his vassals, Toyotomi Hideyoshi.
The unification of Japanese Islands in
1590 was followed by the invasion of
Chosun in 1592-8. Building on the
social system introduced by Nobunaga
and Hideyoshi, the Tokugawa
shogunate, established in 1603 by a
daimyo based in Edo, was able to
maintain a stable social order (of the
ruling samurai above the farmer,
artisan, and merchant) for 265 years.

11.7. Public Rites at Tomb of Jimmu
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Restoration of Emperor-Worship Ideology

the shugo daimyō whose legitimacy was derived from the bakufu,
the sengoku daimyo drew their primary authority from their ability
to exercise power and to maintain local control over the other
kokujin and peasant communities.”
The so-called Warring States period (Sengoku period,
1467-1568) lasted from the beginning of the Ōnin War (1467-77)
until 1568 when Oda Nobunaga (1534-82) emerged as a national
unifier, to be followed by Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1537-98) and then
by the Tokugawa shogunate (1603-1868). By the late 16th century,
most samurai, the evolutionary winner, were obliged to leave their
native farmland and to take up residence in castle towns and cities
in the permanent service of their lords.15 Peasants, the
evolutionary loser, could not leave their lands, and were deprived
of the right to possess weapons.
The Paekche rulers, who had conquered the Japanese
Islands and set themselves up as a layer of overlords above the
rice-growing Yayoi-Kofun peasants, lost their power to the
samurai class of peasant origin, though some of them could
survive as the titular heads of samurai warriors.

3. Revival of the Emperor-Worship Ideology in Japan
11.8. Meiji Transformation of Outfits
(top) Young samurai from Satsuma,

BIRTH OF THE SEMIRELIGIOUS EMPEROR WORSHIP

Chōshū and Tosa who overthrew the

Ever since the appearance of Kojiki and Nihongi, their
ideology was instilled into the mind of the Yamato ruling class,
and eventually evolved into the semireligious emperor worship on
the Japanese Islands. The appellation for Yamato rulers had been
elevated from Great King (Ō-kimi) to Emperor (Tennō).
After compiling the Kojiki and Nihongi, “the ruling line
bolstered its position of pre-eminence within the aristocratic elites
through claims to divine descent. These were codified into an
official genealogy… The genealogy was also documented by
designating a tomb for each member of the ancestral line
[including] the first emperor Jimmu… Provision for the upkeep of
these tombs was made by the state, and public rites were regularly
conducted at certain of them during the Nara (710-94) and Heian
(794-1185) periods. This system disintegrated during the turbulent
centuries comprising Japan’s medieval era (1185-1573), and
locations of most of the tomb formerly attributed to the earlier

Tokugawa shogunate; and (bottom) the
conscript army trained and organized
on Western models as a modern
national army.
15

“Literacy for the samurai, a

requirement mandated by their status
as the bureaucratic elite, meant first of
all learning to read the Chinese
classics, including the Confucian
analects, with their message of loyalty
to one’s superior as the key to social
order.” Edwards (2003: 15)
16

Edwards (2005: 40)
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figures in the imperial genealogy were forgotten.”16

Documenting the Unbroken Imperial Line

17

Perry threatened to open fire if the

letter from President Fillmore asking for
MEIJI RESTORATION OF THE EMPEROR AND IMPERIAL TOMBS

broader relations was not taken. “In

The Tokugawa shoguns had eliminated nearly all
intercourse with the outside world in order to avoid the disruptive
influence observed during the brief period of activity allowed to
the Portuguese and Spanish missionaries in the late 16th century.
The Manchu Qing was defeated by Britain in the First Opium War
of 1842. The shogun’s samurai armies, just like the ManchuMongol Eight Banners, were not up to any contest against the
Western military machine. In 1853, the U. S. Commodore Perry
and his fleet arrived off the coast of Japanese Islands and forced
the Tokugawa shogunate (1603-1867) to open up the nation.
In the mainland China, the Manchu Qing submitted to
an unequal treaty system with the Western powers in 1858-60. In
the Japanese islands, the shogunate signed unequal treaties with
the Western powers, allowing them exemption from Japanese law,
and to export goods to Japan at favorable prices.17 The weakness
of the shogun’s government encouraged the ancient enemies of
the shogun, the samurai clans who had lost earlier power contests
such as the Satsuma and Chōshū clans, to conspire the
termination of shogunate military regime. The conspirators chose
the strategy of digging the emperor out of obscurity to serve as
the figurehead of a modern government built around the coalition
of leading anti-shogun clans.
Almost by default, the concept of the emperor became
crucial as a rallying point, producing the slogan of Sonnō Jōi
(Revere the Emperor and Expel the Barbarians). The last shogun,
Tokugawa Yoshinobu, resigned in November 1867 and, in January
1868, the Restoration was proclaimed in the name of 16-year old
boy emperor Mutsuhito (1852-1912, to be called Meiji), declaring
that the whole country had now submitted to rule by the emperor.
Since the Japanese people had long ago ceased to be
aware of the existence of emperor, they had to launch vigorous
promotion campaigns to put the emperor on conspicuous display.
In November 1868, the court was relocated to Tokyo, far away
from the old conspiratorial aristocracy in Kyoto. The emperor
took residence in the great castle of the Tokugawa shoguns.
After throwing out the shogunate (bakufu), the leaders of
Meiji coup had decided to gather together under the authority of

March 1854, the Treaty of Kanagawa
was concluded, opening two ports to
American ships and allowing the United
States to post a consul near Tokyo.”
Edwards (2003: 17) “In 1858…the
American Consul General Townsend
Harris pressed the bakufu into signing a
commercial treaty in which Japan was
accorded inferior status (ibid: 18).”

11.9. Mutsuhito 睦仁 (1852-1912)
succeeded to the throne 践祚 in 1867
and was enthroned 卽位 in 1868.

11.10. First Envoy to Paris in 1862-3
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Itō Hirobumi Leads the Meiji Restoration

18

Yamagata Aritomo (1838-1922) was

born into a impoverished low-ranking
samurai family in the Hagi town of
Chōshū. He rose to prominence
through his leadership in militia, went to
Europe in 1869 to study military

the imperial court, and commenced the westernization-cumindustrialization in the name of Meiji Restoration (1868-1912),
emulating the Western colonialism and imperialism. Mutsuhito
became the figurehead of state, but not the head of government.
The oligarchs who had conspired the Meiji coup kept executive
control for themselves.

systems, and became architect of the
modern Japanese army, enacting the 3year universal conscription in 1873
(destroying the class distinction
between the samurai and commoners),
defeating the Satsuma Rebellion led by
Saigō Takamori in 1877, reorganizing
the army along Prussian lines with the
general staff with command functions
(independent of army minister and free
from civil control) in 1878. He resigned
as army minister in 1878 to become the
chief of the General Staff that had direct
access to the emperor. Without any
loss of influence among the military,
Yamagata headed the Legislative
Board in 1882-3, and served as home
minister for over seven years, instituting
all-pervasive police system, and setting
up a Staff College headed by a
Prussian Major Wilhelm Meckel. He
served as prime minister from
December 1889 to May 1891, and also
from November 1898 to October 1900
(now as a field marshal), shoring up the
executive power of the bureaucracy in
the face of Itō Hirobumi’s growing
interest in party government. During the
Russo-Japanese War (1904-5), he
served as chief of the General Staff.
After the death of Itō, Yamagata
became the most influential member
among the elder statesmen known as
the Genrō, exerting great influence

ITŌ HIROBUMI

Itō Hirobumi was born in 1841 to a poor peasant family
of Chōshū (the present-day Yamaguchi Prefecture) at the western
end of the Japanese mainland, but was later adopted by a modest
(childless) samurai. 18 He was educated at a Chōshū academy, and
the leaders of Chōshū decided in 1863 to send him to England to
study Western naval science. He was smuggled by a Scottish trader
to England where he could learn Western law and modern
weapons, returning to Japan in 1864. When the British envoy to
Japan had an audience with the emperor in 1868, Itō served as the
emperor’s interpreter. Itō enjoyed personal affinity of the boy
emperor who was eleven years junior. Itō joined the Iwakura
mission in 1871 for its tour of Europe and the United States. He
took government assignments to the U. S. in 1870 and the Mission
to Europe during 1871-73 to study taxation, budgetary systems
and treaty matters. He joined the group formed to study
constitutions in Germany during 1882-83, and could have long
conversations with Bismarck. Rising to the post of prime minister
four times, he played a crucial role in the rapid westernization of
Japan. He served as the first prime minister during 1885-88,
helped draft the Meiji constitution in 1889, and brought about the
establishment of the national Diet in 1890.
The emperor would have his decisions made for him by
the leaders of core clique who became the emperor’s senior
private advisers. The military could exercise the power without
any restraint as a separate, self-contained regime above the
toothless Diet and the Constitution. The ruling oligarchs let the
Emperor Meiji issue Imperial Rescripts, to show that they ruled by
imperial decree and constitution. The politicians could not hire or
fire bureaucrats, but were allowed to promote their favorites. The
Meiji constitution made the State Council (renamed Privy Council,
the council of the emperor’s senior advisers) and the military
above the law. The military was answerable only to the emperor
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himself (who, after all, could not be challenged because emperor
was divine), bypassing the government bureaucracy and
legislature, and inviting unfortunate consequences for the
Japanese and their neighbors.
Itō became prime minister for the second time in 18926, third time in 1898, and fourth time in 1900-1. When he became
prime minister for the third time in 1898, he dissolved the Diet
but could not win an absolute majority. Itō resigned, only to
appear in China on September 11, 1898 to give the Qing emperor
Guangxu (r.1874-1908) advice on the process and methods of
Reform. Itō was shot by Ahn Joong-keun in 1909 at the Harbin
railroad station, and his death was used in Japan to rouse popular
support for the annexation of Korea.

Meiji Restoration of the Imperial Tombs

through his loyal followers and dictating
the selection of prime ministers.
Yamagata also controlled the
underworld gangsters including the
Yamaguchi Gumi that could supply
not only bullies and assassins to harass
politicians and union leaders at home,
but also a large contingent of thugs to
handle various dirty works abroad (say,
“softening up” Korea and Manchuria in
advance of invasion by Imperial Army).
19

Edwards (2005: 41)

BANSEI IKKEI

20

The 14th shogun, Tokugawa Iemochi

The phrase bansei ikkei (the line of emperors unbroken
for ages eternal) was used early on by the emperor-centered Meiji
government to proclaim the unique nature and the inherent
superiority of the Japanese monarchy to the Western world. The
first article of the 1889 Constitution declares that: “The Empire
of Japan shall be reigned over and governed by a line of
Emperors unbroken for ages eternal.” Demonstrating the
unbroken continuity of the imperial line “thus became a priority
that affected policies toward the ancient imperial tombs, and, by
extension, materials of the Kofun period as a whole.” 19
The shoguns had governed in the name of the emperor,
but thought that the visibility of imperial tombs would enhance
the position of the emperor as the true sovereign and hence
threaten the basis of their rule. In face of the foreign threat on its
political life, however, the bakufu found hope “in the idea of
merging the shogugate with the imperial house itself ” by
marriage. The bakufu also launched a program of repairing the
tombs of imperial ancestors in order to benefit from its new
marital linkage to the imperial house.20
From the ancient times, the imperial tombs have played
the crucial role as visible monument to the claim for the divine
origins and unbroken continuity of the ruling line. Since the
ideology of the divine and ancient origin of imperial line was used
as the rallying point by the Meiji rulers, the program of
identification and repairs was undertaken in earnest by the post-

(r.1858-66), married the daughter of the
Emperor Kōmei (r.1847-66) in February
1862. Edwards (2003: 19)
21

Edwards (2003: 11-2) “[I]n Japan’s

ancient period…treatment of various
sites as royal tombs helped solidify the
imperial house’s supremacy over other
aristocratic families (ibid).”
22

Edwards (2003: 21) notes that: “For

most of the Edo period, opinion had
divided among three sites in the
southern Nara basin, all near the
northeastern base of Mr. Unebi, where
Jimmu is said in the ancient chronicles
to have been buried. … [T]he actual
choice among them was made on
neither textual nor archeological
grounds, but as a matter of expediency.
Specifically, the site chosen in February
1863 was the one involving the fewest
obstacles, in terms of having to relocate
nearby residents, or to ‘repairing’ it as a
tomb worthy of the founding ancestor.”
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Emperor-Centered Ideology Strikes Back

23

See Edwards (2005: 40-1).

The three mythic generations, Jimmu’s
father, grandfather, and Ninigi, are said
to have dwelled in Kyūshū after the
descent from heaven. “In 1874, three
locations in southern Kyūshū were
designated the ‘tombs’ of the Sun
Goddess’s grandson who made the
descent, and of his son and grandson
(Jimmu’s father).” Edwards (2003: 23)
24

Egami (江上波夫 1964) views his

theory, which others have named “the
Theory of the Horseriding People

騎馬民族說” as a “modern edition of
Kida’s theory, which appeared as “the
Theory of the common Origin of the
Japanese and Korean People

日鮮同祖論,” immediately after the
Japan’s annexation of Korea in 1910.
Kida Sadakich (喜田貞吉 1871-1939)
was forced to resign from his post
(國定國史敎科書 編纂擔當) in 1911
for statements held to be disrespectful
to the imperial institution.

bakufu government. With the Meiji Restoration, “special treatment
of imperial tombs again accompanied assertions of divine origin
and unparalleled continuity for the ruling house, in hopes this
time of bolstering Japan’s status in the eyes of foreign nations.” 21
The Jimmu’s tomb had already been designated and
repaired in 1863 in the southern Nara basin.22 The designation of
a tomb for every figure named in the official list of successors to
the throne could be completed by 1889, just in time for the
promulgation of the Meiji Constitution. To emphasize the
continuity of the imperial line from divine origins, three tombs
(two mountain tops and a cave) were designated in 1874 in
Kyūshū for the three generations linking Jimmu with his greatgrandfather Ninigi, the grandson of the Sun Goddess
Amaterasu.23
There emerged the “correct” answer to the question on
the founders of the Yamato Kingdom, and the roots of the
imperial family. It was the imperial clan who were the forefathers
of the current imperial family that established the Yamato
Kingdom and, for the first time in Japanese history, could unify
the Japanese Islands. “A single unbroken line for myriad
generations (Bansei Ikkei)” represents the orthodox account of the
imperial family and its origin. Most importantly, the imperial clan
represents a truly “native” ruling force that had emerged as the
result of natural socio-political evolution on the Japanese
archipelago. The Yamato Kingdom was a wholly indigenous
dynasty. Above all, the Japanese are a “unique” people gradually
evolved from the ancient Ice Age inhabitants of the Japanese
Islands, unrelated with any others on earth.
EMPEROR WORSHIP STRIKES BACK

11.11. Itō Hirobumi (1841-1909)

The Japan’s defeat in the Second World War brought an
end to official claim for divine status of the imperial line. When
the emperor had to renounce publicly under the Allied occupation
his claims to divinity in January 1946, the Japanese people,
including Egami Namio, suddenly found themselves groping for
new understanding of their past history that would be consistent
with the democratic ideals, and also for new ways to define who
and what they were. 24 Freed from prewar restraints, the questions
on the nation’s origin were opened to academic investigation. But
it did not take long before the emperor-centered ideology struck
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back the Japanese society. Numerous Japanese historians began to
present and still continue to present many and richly imagined
variations on the theme of the “correct” answer.
Edwards (2003: 11) notes that: “Nearly 900 locations in
Japan are currently treated as imperial tombs…containing the
remains of an imperial family member. Roughly 250 of these are
archeological sites predating the start of written history.” Since the
correct answer has to be protected, there seems to be absolutely
no “possibility of examining these sites…for purposes of
scientific investigation (ibid: 26).”
Barnes’ work of 1988 was confined geographically to the
Nara Basin, and focused on the Late Yayoi and Early-Middle
Tomb period settlement data in order to trace the social and
economic processes that led to the emergence of the Yamato
State (ibid: 195). Barnes work of 2007 deals with the burial data
from Middle Yayoi through early Tomb period across the whole
of the western archipelago in order to trace the processes of
“social stratification” that enabled the emergence of Yamato state.
According to Barnes (2007: 9, 103), the [a priori] assumptions
that (1) Himiko’s country Yama-tai [Yama-ichi] was one and the
same as the later documented Yama-to; (2) Himiko [Pimihu]
mentioned in the Dongyi-zhuan can be identified as a personage
connected to the Sujin line of sovereigns as portrayed in the Kojiki
and Nihongi; and (3) Himiko’s tomb can be equated with one of
the monumental keyhole tombs in the southeastern Nara Basin
“reflect the currently held judgment of most Japanese
archeologists. … If these assumptions are ever found wanting,
then the interpretations developed herein will have to be
thoroughly rethought (ibid: 195).”
As of 2005, Edwards (2005: 46-7) calls our attention to
the fact that the Imperial Household Agency (“retaining much of
its former [prewar] autonomy within the government”) denies
access to “the sites designated as imperial tombs” which “include
the largest and most important tombs of the Kofun period” that
is “vital to the study of Japan’s ancient history,” and also to the
fact that the “contemporary Japanese archeology” is not “free of
political constraints in its investigation of the past,” and
consequently “many Japanese archeologists’ presentations and
interpretations of data are influenced by their a priori
assumptions of the uniqueness and homogeneity of Japanese

Archeologists with Dogmatic Presumptions

11.12. Officially designated as the tomb
of Emperor Sujin and rebuilt for
“Restoration.” Ten-ri City, Nara

文久山陵圖 崇神天皇 山邊道
勾岡上陵 奈良縣 天理市 柳本町

25

Barnes (2007a: 103)

26

Brown’s assertions are based on the

six large (200-300 meters long) burial
mounds discovered in the Shiki area at
the base of Mt. Miwa that have the
keyhole shape, horizontal stone
chambers, and coffins surrounded by
large numbers of mirrors, weapons,
tools, and ornaments. The Japanese
archeologists insist that these tombs
were built between 250 and 350. They
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Ceaseless Discovery of New Dating Method

further argue that “the last part of the

culture.”

third century was a time of explosive

The Japanese archeological community has been ardently
pushing back the beginning of Early Tomb period by discovering
“new dating evidence” in order to close the “temporal hiatus
between mention of Himiko’s tomb and the beginning of
mounded-tomb construction in Nara.” 25 Apparently reflecting the
dominant sentiment of the Japanese archeological community,
Barnes (2007a: 9) states that the beginning of Early Kofun period
“has already been pushed back from its post-war standard of 300
CE to 250 CE to coincide with Himiko’s ostensible death date.”
Witness the work of Brown (1993: 109) who states that “recent
archeological investigations of ancient mounds located in
southeastern section of the Nara plain suggest that Yamato came
into existence long before the final years of the fourth century,
but they provide no convincing evidence that his kingdom was
created by foreign invaders,” and then declares that “the Yamato
kingdom appeared on the Nara plain of central Japan between
about A.D. 250 and 300 (ibid: 108).” Brown (1993: 108) asserts
that “the huge burial mounds” were built “in Yamato after the
middle of the third century.” 26
According to Barnes (2007a: 44-5), the Middle Yayoi
period has been pushed back from its post-war standard of 100
BCE-100 CE to 200 BCE-0 CE, and the Late Yayoi period from
100-300 CE to 0-200 CE, while the period between 200-250 CE is
called oddly enough the “Terminal Yayoi period,” apparently as a
tentative treatment waiting for another set of “discoveries.”
According to Barnes (2007a: 9), the Early Tomb period
“is likely to be soon pushed back again in recognition of keyholeshaped mound building in the early 3rd century.” The Early
Kofun period would then include the entire reign of Jingū (201-69
CE) as recorded in the Nihongi. With a few more efforts by the
Japanese archeological community, almost the entire traditional
(post-war standard) Late Yayoi period (100-300 CE), covering the
entire lifetime of Jingū (170-269 CE) as recorded in the Nihongi,
may well be included in the Early Kofun period in the near future.
Then the Early Tomb period would cover 100-400 CE, while the
Middle and Late Tomb periods covering 400-700. 27

agricultural growth” enabling the
Yamato kings “to marshal the human
and physical resources needed for
constructing huge mounds [and]
undertaking ambitious military
campaigns.” They contend that “a
sharp increase in rice productivity”
had resulted from “development in the
use of iron for making agricultural tools,
techniques for leveling off and irrigating
fields…and the expansion of upland
farming.” Brown (1993: 114-6) never
questions the validity of their dogmatic
dating method, and never ponders over
the implication of the fact that the
Japanese Islands had completely
dependent on iron supplied from the
Korean Peninsula until iron sand was
discovered in the sixth century.
27

The irony may be the fact that Egami

(1964: 48) has already contended that
there is chronological continuity
between the Late Yayoi culture (100300) and the Early Tomb culture (300375), and that the change which took
place can be understood as a result of
the increasing “social stratification.”
The Japanese archeological community
has been --apparently to make Himiko
to play Jingū (recorded in the Nihongi to
have lived between 170-269 CE) in the
emergence of Yamato Kingdom-merging the Late Yayoi into the Early
Kofun in effect as prescribed by Egami
who simply wanted to amplify the
cultural continuity between the Late
Yayoi and the Early Kofun periods.

TRACES OF SOME SLAG AS THE PROOF OF IRON-SMELTING FURNACE

Farris (1998: 71-3) states that: “In the fifth century,
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perhaps beginning between A.D. 425 and 450, the quantity of iron
from sites of all types in Japan grew dramatically. … What is
more, the source for almost all this iron must have been
continental, and most likely Korea… Recently scientists have
discovered Enjo site north of Kyoto where craftsmen smelted
into tools and ingots Japanese iron sand collected from river
bottoms. In addition to holes containing rusted pieces of iron and
slag, there were remains of furnaces for refining the sand,
foundries for forging tools, and kilns for manufacturing charcoal.
At present Enjo is considered the oldest iron-smelting site in
Japan … The implication is clear: nearly all the iron to make the
first Japanese weapons and tools came from Korea…at least until
iron sand was discovered in Japan in the sixth century.”
Since iron sand was discovered in the sixth century, the
iron-smelting in the Japanese Islands dates from no earlier than
500 CE. Prior to the sixth century, bloomery iron (that contains
both blooms and ingots) had been imported from Paekche and
Kaya states that could be refined through hammering (to expel the
slag impurities), and fashioned into weapons and implements in
the Japanese Islands.
Until very recently, traces of the bloomery furnace had
to be found for the proof of iron production. The ever ardent
Japanese archeologists, however, have decided that the presence
of slag is “sufficient for confirmation of local [iron] production”
declaring that “iron dross does not appear except in the smelting
process.” Since numerous iron workshop sites with “some slag”
could be identified, they now contend that the “local production
[of wrought iron in the Japanese Islands] started in Middle Yayoi
[200 BCE-0].”28
According to Kidder (2007: 89), the Japanese
archeologists could find some thirty iron-working places
(including eight that are dated Middle Yayoi) by 1994 with one or
more of the following evidence: “pits that were clearly not
fireplaces, often elongated shallow holes; some slag; stone tools or
fragments thereof [allegedly] used in the smelting process; and
pieces of iron chisels.” They could further find “almost forty
[iron] workshop sites located along the banks of rivers feeding
into Osaka Bay [dated] fourth through the early decades of the
sixth century,” and they are now contending that the region was
the center of iron industry that “should have brought in” the raw

Presence of Slag as Proof of Iron-Smelting

28

Kidder (2007: 89)

Edwards states

that: “Ingots of raw iron are found in
fifth-century tombs. … Chemical
analysis of raw iron ingots suggests the
possibility that they were not produced
in Japan.” Piggott (2006: 47)
J. Edward Kidder, Jr., is emeritus
professor at International Christian
University, Tokyo. The front flap of his
2007 book (titled Himiko and Japan’s
Elusive Chiefdom of Yamatai:
Archaeology, History, and Mythology)
gives the following statement:
“In this, the most comprehensive
treatment in English to date, a senior
scholar of early Japan turns to three
sources--historical, archaeological, and
mythological-- to provide a multifaceted
study of ancient Japanese society.
Analyzing a tremendous amount of
recent archaeological material and
synthesizing it with a thorough
examination of the textual sources,
Professor Kidder locates Yamatai in the
Yamato heartland, in the southeastern
part of the Nara basin. […scholarly
discussion and archaeological evidence
have been inconclusive…] He
describes the formation in the Yayoi
period of pan-regional alliances that
created the reserves of manpower
required to build massive mounded
tombs. It is this decisive period, at the
end of the Yayoi and the beginning of
the Kofun that he identifies as Himiko’s
era. He maintains, moreover, that
Himiko played a part in the emergence
of Yamato as an identifiable political
entity. In exploring the cultural and
political conditions of this period and
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It Is Inconceivable, Therefore It Is Evident

identifying the location of Yamatai as
Himiko’s area of activity, Kidder
considers the role of magic in early
Japanese society to better understand
why an individual with her qualifications
reached such a prominent position. He
enhances Himiko’s story with
insights drawn from mythology,
turning to a rich body of mythology…”
29

This section is the excerpts from

“Politics and Personality: Japan’s Worst
Archaeology Scandal,” by Shoh
Yamada, in Harvard Asia Quarterly,
Volume VI, No. 3. Summer 2002.
After graduating from high school,
Fujimura Shin’ichi (b.1950) went to
work at a local electronic gadget
factory. A diligent worker and caring
father of two, he seemed to be the
perfectly honest and humble northern
Japanese countryman. He began
surveying for archaeological artifacts in
northern Miyagi Prefecture where he
lived. In 1992, with his discovery of the
Zazaragi site – the first unanimously
confirmed Japanese Early/Middle
Paleolithic site – Fujimura became the
first winner of the Aizawa Award, which
had been established in memory of
Aizawa and was intended to recognize
an amateur archaeologist who had

material “by boat,” and “met the demands for farm and industrial
tools and weapons.”
Kidder (2007: 88) states that: “Adding iron tips to
wooden spades and hoes was a Japanese device, and invention of
necessity to compensate for the relative shortage of iron. The
straight-edged sickle and the striking hoe are Japanese. It has long
been thought that the Wa imported iron bars, ingots, or plates
from Korea for their use until their own smelting processes were
of a sufficient proficiency to provide for their own needs. …
Then, when did the Japanese start to make their own iron? … It is
now generally believed that local production started in Middle
Yayoi. … [B]y the Kofun period iron tools had replaced stone
tools, and it is inconceivable that every lowly farmer in the
country was tapped into the network of foreign exchange.
Artifacts or their lack, it is evident that local production had by
the early Kofun period reached the point where supply could meet
the demand.”
The Japanese archeologists have decided to believe that
the iron-working places with small forging hearths that left some
traces of “forging slag” were the iron smelting sites even when
they cannot find any traces of bloomery furnaces. By introducing
such an “ingenuous” method of identification, they are now
contending that the Japanese Islands began to produce the
bloomery iron in Middle Yayoi [200 BCE-0], and were selfsufficient in iron by the Early Kofun period [250-400 CE].
Edwards (2005: 46-7) states that the study on history and
archeology in the Japanese Islands has been strongly influenced by
the a priori assumptions of the uniqueness and homogeneity of
Japanese culture. Though it is not suggested that the Western
experts as a whole have consciously supported the emperorcentered nationalism, their study does not seem to have been free
from the ideological sentiments prevailing in their host country
either.

made an outstanding contribution to the
study of the Paleolithic. Fujimura later
won the award again in conjunction with

4. The Japanese Archeological Community

his colleagues (although all of these
discoveries now appear to have been
forged). Through this series of
discoveries he mirrored Aizawa’s story,

JAPAN’S WORST ARCHAEOLOGY SCANDAL

One may recall the incident of the Mainichi newspaper
breaking the news on Sunday morning, November 5, 2000, saying
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that: “an archaeologist, Fujimura Shin’ichi, had been caught on
video planting stone artifacts at the Kami-Takamori site in
northern Miyagi Prefecture in northeastern Japan.” 29
Fujimura’s findings had appeared to push back the
earliest human habitation of Japan from 30,000 to 600,000 years
ago. The Kami-takamori site in particular had captured worldwide
attention, as evidence unearthed by Fujimura seemed to show not
only that early humans inhabited the area 600,000 years ago, but
that these early humans were more intelligent than their
contemporaries elsewhere in the world. In the words of one
archaeologist, Fujimura had been in the process of “rewriting the
story of human evolution.” Books on archaeology and Japanese
history came to include descriptions of the Early/Middle
Paleolithic Period based on Fujimura’s discoveries, which appeared
to overturn the belief that Japan’s earliest inhabitants migrated
approximately 30,000 years ago.
The presence of a Paleolithic culture (that was more
than 10,000 years old) in Japan was not proven until 1949, when
Aizawa Tadahiro, also an amateur archaeologist, made the first
discovery of Paleolithic artifacts at the Iwajuku site north of
Tokyo. With his discovery, Aizawa became one of the most
celebrated archaeologists in Japan, and he established “the
importance of amateurs” within the field. Fujimura wanted to
emulate Aizawa, and a golden opportunity presented itself.
Aizawa’s work proved only that Japan was populated in the Upper
Paleolithic Period (up to 30,000 years ago), while the presence of
humans in the Early/Middle Paleolithic Period (older than 30,000
years ago) in Japan was still being debated. Fujimura’s “findings”
were therefore widely publicized, and his more important
“discoveries” were incorporated into school textbooks.
The foreign media, Asian as well as Western, have
tended to see Fujimura’s forgery as a manifestation of Japanese
nationalism. A typical portrayal holds that Japanese archaeology is
dedicated to proving the primacy of the Japanese race, or
disproving its linkages to other East Asian peoples. For example,
the New York Times article mentioned earlier states: “The Fujimura
scandal has cast a harsh light on a scientific establishment that
often lends itself to the national effort of enhancing Japan’s sense
of uniqueness. State and local governments, for example, have
spent huge amounts of money to underwrite the search for early

Fujimura Is a Product of Japanese System

and people around him felt that a model
of amateur-professional archaeological
cooperation had emerged. Because of
his apparent aptitude for discovery,
Fujimura was nicknamed “God’s Hand.”
30

Howard French, “Meet a stone age

man so original, he’s a hoax”, The New
York Times, December 7, 2000.
31

This section is the excerpts from

“Japanese Scandals - This Time It’s
Archaeology” by Charles T. Keally on
the Ancient East Asia Website, Nov. 17,
2000. (www.ancienteastasia.org/
special/ japanarchscandal.htm)
Keally has been working professionally
in Japanese archeology for 30 years at
Sophia University in Tokyo.
32

“At the 8th Meeting of the

‘Northeastern Japan Palaeolithic
Discussion Group,’ held [in] 1994, I
made the following notes…for the
Kami-Takamori site –‘Most artifacts well
made, bifacial. Look almost like Jomon.
Kajiwara says, mixed together, they
can’t be distinguished.’ 90% or more of
the Early Palaeolithic sites and artifacts
have been found by one person
[Fujimura] even though nothing has
been found until then … [W]hen he
shows up, suddenly lots of artifacts are
found … that have never been found
elsewhere in the world with such early
dates… [E]ach time they dig, the age of
the sites gets older by 100,000 years …
[T]he artifacts are always found on the
flat surface [of a geological stratum]
…600,000 years ago or 100,000 years

Is Japanese Archeology Up to the Task?

ago, the artifacts are the same form
and materials; they show no evolution
… [I]f there are 10 tools, there should
be 100 flakes from their production, yet
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man, while ignoring questions about Japanese identity. Ancient
imperial tombs remain officially closed to researchers, many here
say, because they might contain evidence linking the imperial
lineage to neighboring Korea.” 30

no flakes are ever found. …[I]t makes
one wonder about the intelligence of

CHARLES T. KEALLY MAKES COMMENTS ON “JAPANESE SCANDALS” 31

the people who readily accepted these

“The media say that this scandal casts doubt on all of the
archaeological sites Fujimura has worked on, and on the Early and
Middle Palaeolithic in Japan, on Japanese academia in general, and
on Japan as a whole. I agree. Fujimura is the one taking all of the
blame for planting artifacts on the site, but I feel all of Japanese
society, especially academia, and most particularly archaeology, is
ultimately responsible.
The [Japanese] archaeologists who look for and excavate
Early and Middle Palaeolithic sites appear to me to be much too
careless in their work. They have a strong tendency to ignore
criticism or to laugh at the critic. I have seen them brush off the
opinions of experts … on matters related to the geology of their
sites and the validity of the dates.32 … I see no indication that they
have geologists studying the ancient topography to determine the
site context. I see little to indicate adequate study of the sources of
the lithic materials. No one seems to check the possibility that the
pits might have a natural explanation, instead of a human one.
And I see no sign of good studies of site taphonomy - the study
of the processes of how the site changed from the original
deposition to its present condition.
Japanese academia is famous for its closed system.
Students cannot pass teachers. Lower ranking teachers and
students must agree with the ideas of the higher ranking teachers
and the leader, or be expelled from the group. 33 Many academics
spend their whole career in the same university system, from
student to teacher to retiree. This is why Japan has so few Nobel
Prizes in science, why most of those scientists have done all or
most of their research outside of Japan, and why they are
unknown in Japan until they are recognized by the world. 34 It is
this system that has a lot of the responsibility for both Fujimura’s
acts and for the fact that no one caught it earlier. 35
Notably, about half of Japan’s archaeologists have only
BA degrees. And even the ones who go on to higher degrees get
education only in archaeology; they do not get a good

finds, without expressing a word of
reservation. Some of those people are
leading archaeologists here.”
33

“The scandals involving high ranking
people in Japan’s iron triangle of

politicians, bureaucrats and business
leaders stem from the closed system
there, too, and from the forced
compliance with the group, the
hierarchical structure, and the
secretiveness. This is just another face
of the ultimate cause…underlying this
recent scandal in archaeology.”
34

“Japan is discussing education

reform a lot these days. One of the
ideas being expressed is to put
education back into college education.
This is a clear acknowledgment of what
everyone already knows -- that college
is not likely to produce an educated
graduate.”
35

“The archaeologists who question the
validity of the Early and Middle

Palaeolithic finds -- the human origin of
the lithics or the accuracy of the dates
or Fujimura’s “god hand” (magic hand,
divine hand) -- also are doing very poor
work. They rarely put their doubts into
print, but instead pass them around as
rumors.”
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interdisciplinary education in all of the other sciences that bear
strongly on archaeology -- geology, absolute dating methods,
palynology, biology, cultural anthropology, and many others. This
narrow, incestuous education is also to blame for archaeologists
not seeing the problems in the Early and Middle Palaeolithic sites.
If Fujimura’s actions mean he had some sort of mental
problem, then a whole lot of other archaeologists do too. The real
problem is why it took so long to see the problem in his ‛god
hand’ and all of the other problems in the Early and Middle
Palaeolithic sites he has worked on. Why did so many leading
archaeologists accept, as wholly valid, materials that have so many
questionable aspects? Whatever that explanation for Fujimura’s
behavior turns out to be, it is merely a proximate explanation. The
ultimate cause lies way beyond this individual. Fujimura deserves
criticism for his actions. But he also deserves our sympathy, for he
is ultimately a product of a system that is producing a lot of
scandals, stress and suicides. And every day, it seems, the media
report that what we see of the scandals, stress and suicides is just
‛the tip of the iceberg.’
I feel there is a good chance that all of the Early and
Middle Palaeolithic sites that Fujimura has worked on are
fabrications. The few sites of this early age that I know of that
Fujimura has not worked on have their own problems of validity.
We seem to be back to zero on this question of humans in Japan
before 35,000 years ago. Which means, we either have to find
and/or validate some concrete evidence of humans in Japan in the
Middle or Early Palaeolithic, or we have to develop a very good
hypothesis explaining why they were not here. I am not at all
certain Japanese archaeology is up to either task.”

Keally’s Warning to the Western Exegesis

36

The Review of Korean Studies

(Volume 7, 2003, pp. 145-85), in
cooperation with the Korean Studies
Quarterly, had featured “An interview
with Gari Ledyard,” King Sejong
Professor of Korean Studies Emeritus,
Columbia University. The interview was
conducted by Charles Armstrong,
Professor and Director of the Center for
Korean Research, Columbia University.
37

The community of Western experts in

Japan studies also seems to show an
inclination toward narrowness by
praising the Conformists for their “using
insights from a variety of disciplinary
perspectives and evidence from various
source bases to refute the idea of a
conquest,” and for their “positing a
more nuanced set of exchanges
between peoples on the peninsula and
the islands,” while condemning the
Dissenters for alleged “personal
intolerance and nationalistic
overtones,” and then refusing to
participate in the academic debate.

KEALLY’S WARNING TO THE WESTERN EXEGESIS

Ledyard (2003: 165) has reminded us the fact that Egami
Namio, as a professor of anthropology at Tokyo University,
“wrote from outside the community of Japanese historians, and
caused quite a furor with his thesis.” 36
Is the Japanese archaeological community or the
Japanese historians community really up to the task? What Charles
T. Keally says may have be taken as a serious warning to the
modern Western exegesis that blindly endorses the claustrophobic
narrowness of the Japanese academic tradition. 37

11.13. Fujinoki tomb, Nara

奈良縣 生駒郡 斑鳩町 藤ノ木
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405), Paekche king, establishes

A

friendly relations with Yamato, 93;
Achi 阿知使主, progenitor of

sends prince Cheon-ji to Yamato,

bloomery (塊鐵爐), iron smelting
furnace, 193, 214.
Bok-cheon-dong 福泉洞, 47, 199;

Yamato Aya (Atahe) clan 倭漢直

94, 114; appoints in-law Jin Mu 眞

standardized iron body-armors

之祖, 31; arrives with people of

武 to Commander General, 112;

and helmets for both human and

many people fled to Silla, 152.

horse (縱長板革綴板甲/縱長板

Aston (1841-1911), William George,

鋲留板甲/札甲/腰甲/頸甲/肱

17 provinces, 152, 161; obtained
permission to establish Imaki
(Takechi) province from Ōjin, 153.
A-chik-ki (Ajiki) 阿知吉師/阿直伎/

阿直岐, ancestor of Scribes 阿

甲/馬甲/馬胄/縱長板革轍胄)

contains nucleus of fact, 29, 127.

are dated to 4th century, 48.

Asuka region 飛鳥/明日香, 101,

直史, 31; arrival, 151, 161.
Afumi (Ōmi province) 近江 (capital

91-2; narrative between 366-85

167, 245.
Aya 漢(直 atahe), see Yamato Aya.

at Ōtsu 大津), Paekche refugees,

228, 231.
Koguryeo king, 236.
bronze, bronze and iron introduced

B

to Japanese Islands at the same

160.
Ainu, 21, 71, 121, 173, 174; ferocity,

and fought against Tang, 166,
Bo-jang 寶藏王 (r.642-68), last

231-2.
Agata-nushi 縣主, district chieftain,

Bok-sin 福信, regrouped an army

Bansei Ikkei 萬世一系 (the line of

time, 179.

181; language, 82, 268. See also

emperors unbroken for ages

Bu 武, Yamato king, see Yūriaku.

Emish.

eternal), 37, 184, 256, 257.

Bu 部, court offices of Paekche, 32,

Aizawa Tadahiro 相澤忠洋 (1926-

Barnes, Gina Lee, 79-80.

89), Fujimura Shin’ich became the

Be 部, hereditary occupational

first winner of Aizawa Award, 261-

groups serving Yamato court

2.

under command of Uji chieftains,

Aki 阿岐/安藝, Hiroshima
prefecture, 136.
Amaterasu 天照大神, Sun

32, 156-9; role of Hata and Aya

Twelve Bu in Paekche, 156-7.
Buddha, image, 162; suturas, 163;
temple carpenters, 164; Paekche
smile, 168.
Buddhism, pre-Buddhism Pung-nap

clans, 158; establishment of Be,

bricks, 52; first arrival in Paekche,

159; became freemen, 249.

24; Koguryeo-Paekche-Silla, 47;

Goddess, 108; Jingū-Homuda

Bidatsu (r.572-85) 敏達, 155.

relation, 109; Amaterasu-Takagi

Biryu 沸流, Onjo’s elder brother, 28,

from Fu Jian’s Former Qin with a

vs. Keun Chogo-Jin Zeong, 130.

108, 113; Chewang-un’gi regards

Buddha image/Gandharan monk

him as founder of Paekche, 58;

arrives at Paekche court from

49, 62; oldest mural decorated

Samguk-sagi footnote 始祖沸流

Eastern Jin, 53, 63; introduced to

with Buddhist symbol, 63;

王, 114; fails à la Itsuse, 110; the

Yamato by Seong-myung, 161-3;

vanished Koi-line?, 111, 129.

pure land of Amida in Japanese

An-ak Tomb No. 3 安岳 3號墳, 12,

heavenly-feathered arrow 天羽羽

矢, 139.

Biryu 比流王 (r.304-44), Paekche

Ariyama tomb 大阪藤井寺市, 193.

king, 57; restores Chogo-line and

Ashikaga Takauji 足利尊氏 (1305-

appoints Jin Yi 眞義 to prime

58), commencing Muromachi
shogunate, 251, 252.
Asin/Awha 阿莘/阿花王 (r.392-

minister, 111.
Biyu 毘有王 (r.427-55), Paekche
king, 97.

Sun-do 順道 comes to Koguryeo

Islands, 250; Paekche-Koguryeo
priests coming to Yamato court,
164-5.
Bun-seo 汾西王 (r.298-304),
Paekche king, mudered by the
assassin sent by the Governor of
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Lelang, 111.

Chogo 肖古王 (r.166-214),
Paekche king, 51, 58; Lelang
people defect to, 46; orders Jin

C

D

Gua 眞果 to attack Mal-gal, 112.
Cap Rank system 冠位法度, 232.
capital, movable vs. permanent,
101; permanent, 245.
Chang-su 長壽王 (r.413-91), 65;
Koguryeo king, 120; moves capital
south to Pyung-yang, 54-5, 223.
Chen Shou 陳壽 (233-97), 13, 89,
182, 184-5.
Cheon-ji 腆支王 (r.405-20),
Paekche king, 28, 53, 93; sent to
Yamato to promote alliance, 114,
154; returns to Paekche, 94-5;

Cho-go line 肖古系, Chogo-Kusu-

Dae-mu-sin 大武神王 (r.18-44),

Saban-Biryu (during 166-346),

Koguryeo king, sent tribute to Han

110-1; succession consolidated by

and began to use title king in 32

Keun Chogo’s time, 129.
Chol-bon Puyeo 卒本扶餘, 50, 76,

CE, 43 (魏書 東夷傳).
Daifang Commandery 帶方郡, 13,

110, 114.

22, 46, 183; Koguryeo army killed

Chōshū 長州, 255; clan, 254.

Governor, 44; Governor killed at

Chu 酒君, Paekche prince, went

Han River area, 51.

hawking with Nintoku, 154;

daimyō 大名, shugo daimyō, 252,
sengoku 戰國 daimyō, 253.

Yuriaku gave Hata people to Lord
Sake of Hata 秦酒公, 158.

Deok-heung-ri 德興里 tomb of

Chu-mong 朱蒙, founder of

Koguryeo dignitary Zhen 鎭

sends his sister 新齊都 to wait

Koguryeo, 50, 76, 107, 110, 114;

on Homuda, 154; General

Tomo 都慕 in Shoku-Nihongi, 57;

Stabilizing East, 54.

land animal in Chu-mong myth,

Koguryeo king, 22; armored-

108; Paekche maintains rites at

mounted soldiers, 44.

Chewang-un’gi 帝王韻紀, regards
(Ōnjo’s elder brother) Biryu as the
founder of Paekche, 58; Samguksagi footnote 始祖沸流王, 114.
Chim-ryu 枕流王 (r.384-5),
Paekche king, 53, 93.
Chin 辰, 45, 74.
Chin-han 辰韓, 45, 49, 74, 143-4.
Chin-mo-chin 眞毛津, ancestress
of seamstresses of Kume 來目衣

縫, 152.
Chinsa 辰斯王 (r.385-92), Paekche
king, 140, 53; treated Homuda as

Chu-mong’s shrine, 50, 113.

Dong-cheon 東川王 (r.227-48),

Dongyi-zhuan 東夷傳 (Accounts of

Chu-yu-seong 周留城/州柔, how

the Eastern Barbarians) 三國志

can we pay visits to ancestors’
tombs? 丘墓之所 豈能復往,

魏書, 13, 71; on Three Han, 56.
Dōyama 當山 No. 1 mound in

155.
climate change, 176-7; migrations

Ōsaka, 199.
droughts, 205; Five Barbarians and

from north to south, and from east

Sixteen States, Hunnish Invasion,

to west, 205-6.

and Kofun Wave, 206; two high

continental grave goods (horserider

points (300-400 and 800), 245;

materials), 34, 73, 192.
copper, production of copper in

Maya, 246.
Dutch trading station at Nagasaki

Japanese Islands, 217.

a vassal king, 93, 113; appoints

“correct answer,” 257.

Jin Kamo 眞嘉謨 to Commander

cuirass (tankō 短甲), standardized

General, 111.

(331-408), 20.

Bok-cheon-dong iron body-armors

(1609-1856), 146.

E

Chiuai 仲哀, 27, Kojiki-Nihongi

are dated to 4th century, 47;

accounts, 88; 70-year interval

riveted, 48; unknown outside

between his death and Ōjin, 89,

Korea & Japan, 48; iron-armored

grants Paekche kings titles, 24,

183.

Koguryeo cavalrymen, 49.

53; Sima Rui founds Jin, 59.

Eastern Jin 東晉 (317-420), 22;
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Eastward Expedition 東征, Eastern

imperial tombs protected from

Conquest, 27, 109, 136.
Edwards, Walter, event vs. process

Fujiwara Tadamichi 藤原忠通
(1097-1164), regency ends, 250.

scientific investigation, 258.
Enjo 遠所, Kyōto 京都府竹野郡,

(1983), 34, 79, 191; influx of

Fujiwara Yoshifusa 藤原良房 (804-

oldest iron-smelting site, 217, 260.

horserider materials occurred after

envoy 使/宰/王人, 164.

mid-5th century, 195-6; “tombs of

Eo-ra-ha 於羅瑕, implying king, 90.

72), establishes regency, 249-50.
Fujiwara-kyō 藤原京 (694-710),
101, 234, 245.
Funayama sword (江田 Eta) 船山,

Ōjin and Nintoku cannot have
continental grave goods,” 197; his
view as of 2003, 199; “iron ingots

inscription mentions Great King
Wakata Kae-ro 支鹵大王, 123.

F

Furuta, Takehiko 吉田武彦, 185-

from 5th century tombs were not
made in Japanese Islands,” 260.
Egami Namio 江上波夫 (19062002), 14, 25, 37, 72-3, 129, 197;

Fan Ye 范曄 (398-445), author of
Hou Hanshu, 185.

6, 185.
Fusō-ryaku-ki 扶桑略記, (Buddhist
history of Japan up to 1024 by

Five Barbarians and Sixteen States

Early vs.Late Tomb period, 74,

五胡十六國 peiod (304-439), 22,

Kōen 皇圓), hundred people

191-2; missing link, 75; sugar

54, 59; droughts, 205.

including Soga Umako appeared

coating, 75-6; Barnes’ view, 78,

five kings of Yamato 倭五王,

80; “Korea as the original home of

recorded in Songshu, 117; Song

the gods of heaven,” 135;

acknowledges self-claimed title,

heavenly deities vs. earthly

118, 121; international order of

deities, 161; modern edition of

precedence, 122.

Kida’s theory, 257; “wrote from

Former Qin 前秦 (351-94), 23, 63.

outside the community of

Former Yan 前燕 (337-70), 23, 60,

Japanese historians, and caused
quite a furor with his thesis,” 264.
Eight great surnames (clans) of
Paekche 大姓有八族, 156.
Emish 蝦夷 rebellions, 249. (It is

235.
Fu Jian 符堅 (r.357-85), 23, 63;
destroys Former Yan, 62.
Fujimura Shin’ichi 藤村新一, first
winner of Aizawa Award, pushing

generally assumed that the Ainu

back the earliest human habitation

were the people referred to as the

in Japanese Islands, 261-2.

wearing Paekche clothes,168.

G
Gaozong 唐高宗 (r.649-83), Tang,
in poor health, 227.
gekokujō 下剋上, 252.
Gemmei 元明 (r.707-15), Mommu’s
mother, 35, orders Yasumaro to
write down the History of Royal
Mandate memorized by Hieda
Are, 234.
Genpei War 源平亂 (1180-5), 252.

Emish or Ezo.) See Ainu.

Fujinoki 藤ノ木 tomb, 227.

Genshou 元正 (r.715-24), 234.

Emperor, institution/worship,

Fujiwara clan, 245, 249-50.

Godaigo 後醍醐 (r.1318-39), 252.

Fujiwara Fubito 藤原不比等 (659-

Gongsun Du 公孫度, 44.

survival of imperial family, 22, 36;
ideology, 37, 256, elevated from
king (Ō-kimi) to emperor (Tennō),
235, 253; emperor became the
rallying point, 254; emperor
worship strikes back, 257.
emperor’s tombs (imperial tombs),
253, 256; Jimmu’s tomb, 257;

720), 101, 245.
Fujiwara Kamatari, see Nakatomi
Kamatari.
Fujiwara Michinaga 藤原道長
(966-1027), 250.
Fujiwara Mototsune 藤原基經
(836-91), 250.

Gonsun Kang 公孫康, 44.
Gongsun Yuan 公孫淵, 22, 44.
Great Kara 意富加羅國, “came to
be called Mima-na,” 144, 203.
great king 大王, 122-3, 235.
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H
Hachiman 八幡 shrines, worship

Hokkaidō, 174; Ainu words in

han, Pyun-han practice horse-

Hokkaidō and northern Honshū,

riding, 45; Egami, 25; iron-

181.

armored cavalrymen on Koguryeo

Homuda as God of War, 90, 97.

Hōkōji 法興寺, constructed by

mural paintings, 44, 49; official

(Hachiman was tutelary god of

Soga Umako, 164; relics of

arrival at Japanese Islands, 31,

the Minamoto clan 原氏.)

Buddha deposited and hundred

151; Homuda’s own horse, 98;

Han River 漢江, 46, 50-2, 55.

people including Soga Umako

present to Paekche, 162-4;

Haniwa 埴輪 (earthen statuettes),

appeared wearing Paekche

haniwa horses on Homuda’s

clothes, 168.

tomb, 198.

166, 192, 198; Homuda finds right
kind of clay 土爲堲(Hani)耳, 99
Han-seong 漢城, capital of

Holocene, last 11,500 years, 177.

horse trappings, 73, 192-3, 198,

Homuda 褒武多/本牟多/品陀/品

200.

Paekche, 52-3; overrun by

太/譽田 (Ōjin 應神), 25, 27, 29,

Koguryeo army, 55, 119-20; Han-

30, 73, 77, 108; post-Ōjin records,

goods and sueki, see continental

seong Paekche, 130.

75; Yamato dynasty begins with,

grave goods.

Harima Fudoki 播磨風土記

87; Japanese-style vs. Chinese-

horserider materials, equestrian

Horserider Theory 騎馬民族說, see

(compiled between 713-5), 27;

style posthumous titles, 88;

numerous records on Homuda,

succession pattern before and

Hun River 渾江, 42, 44, 50.

89, portrays Homuda as hard-

after Homuda, 88; martial

Hye 惠王 (r.598-9), Paekche king,

working absolute monarch on the

activities recorded in Harima

move, 97-101.

Fudoki, 89; “since the days of

Hata clan 秦氏/秦造 (-miyatsuko),

92, 96, 140; Harima Fudoki

manufacture silks and dispersed

portrays Homuda as hard-working

throughout the country, 158.

absolute monarch on the move,

Heian-kyō 平安京 (Kyōto, 794-

97-101; silence of Kojiki-Nihongi

1868), 245.
251, 253.
Heijō-kyō 平城京 (710-84), 101,
234, 245.
Heuk-chi Sang-ji 黑齒常之 (630-

57, 164.
Hyūga 日向, Hiuga, Miyazaki

Homuda,” 91; ascended throne,

31, 152; population, 153;

Heian period (794-1185), 101, 249,

Egami.

on Homuda’s aggressiveness,
109; Koi line (failed Biryu-line)?,
111; maternal roots, 113;

prefecture, 135-6.

I
I-ha-re 磐余, capital for Homuda,
109, 139; in Kami-Yamato-Ihare

神倭 伊波禮, 90-1.

reprimands Chinsa and Asin, 114;

Iki Island 壹岐, 176, 232, 239.

massive arrivals from Paekche

Ikoma mountain 膽駒山, 137.

and supporting records, 152;

Imaki Aya 今來漢, “Newly-Arrived”

ascribe origin of Japan’s relations

Aya clan, 31; Yuriaku puts them

Hieda Are 稗田阿禮, memorizes

with Korea to Ōjin’s reign, 153.

under Yamato Aya, 153; scholars

the History of Royal Mandate,

Honshū 本州, dividing line running

89), 156.

233.

north-south in central Honshū

Himiko, see Pimihu.

from the pre-Jōmon non-pottery

Hōjō family 北条, controlled

period, 174.

Kamakura shogunate, 251.
Hokkaidō 北海道, 173, Sakhalin-

horse, 東夷傳 no horses on the
Japanese Islands, 193, 198; Chin-

sent to Sui by Shōtoku, 165.
Imaki province 今來郡, later
Takechi province 高市郡, 153.
Im-na 任那, 115-6; read Mima-na in
Nihongi, 143; separate Yamato
entity within Imna, 145.
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Imna-Kara 任那加羅, 116; Imna
league and Kara league, 118-9;

bars to Paekche envoy, 217.
Ishida, Eiichirō 石田英一郞 (1903-

listed side by side, 144, 152.
Inaridai No. 1 mound 稻荷台1號墳,

68), 73.
Iso-no-kami Shrine 石上神宮,

sword inscribed “bestowed by the
King 王賜,” 199.
Inariyama sword 稻荷山, 122;

215; Paekche iron-making sites,

82, 182; ultimate homeland, 207;

brother, à la Biryu, 108; hit by an
arrow, 137.
Iyo 壹與, 13; succeeds Pimihu,

supplying iron to Yamato, 141,

183.
Izumo 出雲, center of early Silla

216; Pyun-han supplied iron to Wa

Japanese, 82, 207, 211; proto-

136, 142; 橫刀, 137.
1909), 255-6.

condolences, 209.
iron, 34; Paekche promises to keep

relationship between Korean and

seven-branched-sword 七枝刀,

Itsuse 五瀨命, Jimmu’s elder

Ingyou 允恭, Silla messengers of

81; evolution, 81-2, 211-2; genetic

Japanese spoken in Yayoi period,

Itō Hirobumi 伊藤博文 (1841-

inscription mentions Great King
Wakata Kae-ro 支鹵大王, 123.

Kaya dialect of Korean language,

settlers, 99.

Yayoi-Kofun transition and
linguistic change, 207; writing
system, 210.
Japanese people, proto-, 81, 173;
population change, 176, 65% of
gene pool from Koreans, 181;
proto- (Wa-jin) vs. modern
Japanese (Yamato-jin), 207, 212.
Japanese perspective, 213; belief on

people, 47, 180, 215; Japan’s total

founding date of Yamato Kingdom,

reliance on Korean iron, 193-4,

259; on Three Kingdoms in

214; iron objects dramatically

Korean Peninsula, 56-8; Western

J

increase, 193-4, 216-7; “iron
ingots from the 5th century tombs

experts are not free from
Japanese archeological community,

ideological sentiments prevailing

were not made in the Japanese

80, 261-4; prior assumptions of

in their host country, 58, 258-9,

Islands,” 260; Paekche brings

uniqueness and homogeneity of

260-1, 261, 264.

iron-ax in 516 but Yamato pays

Japanese culture, 258; pushing

back iron bars by 642, 217.

back Early Tomb period, 259;

26-8, 41; kings between Jimmu

warning by Charles T. Keally, 264.

and Ōjin, 87; elder brother killed,

Iron Age, in mainland China and

Jimmu 神武 (Ihare 神倭 伊波禮)

Korea, 179; blast-furnace (高爐)

Japanese history textbooks, 29, 143.

108; military activities of Homuda,

iron in China, 214; bloomery-iron

Japanese Islands, parallels with

109.
Jin 金 (1115-1234), Mohe-Nüzhens

in Korean Peninsula, 214-5;

British Isles, 21, 72, 211-2; never

scarcity of iron tools in Yayoi sites,

mentioned in Chinese chronicles

as identifiable entity and great

180, 216; iron-smelting in

between 266-413, 24; from thirty

power, 248-9.

Japanese Islands, 215-7, 260;

town states to one unified Yamato

Japanese iron-making technology

state, 71; pre-conquest period,

came from Paekche, 216-7;

130; dependence on copper,

Japanese archeologists contend

iron and gold from the Korean

Jin 眞 family queens, 46, 111-2.

iron-smelting began in Middle

Peninsula, 217; massive arrival of

Jin Zeong 眞淨, Chief Minister,

Yayoi, 260; Kidder endorses, 261.

people from Paekche, 31, 152-3,

Keun Cho-go’s in-law, 111,

161-6; massive arrival after the fall

relation with Homuda à la Takagi-

of Paekche, 231-2.

Ninigi, 112; playing the role of

iron sand, 34, 193, discovered in
sixth century in Japanese Islands,
194, 215, 260; Soga gives iron

Japanese language, Unger, 81,

Jin clan 眞氏, in Paekche, 29, 111,
possible relation with Ma-hito Ōjin
line of Yamato imperial clan, 112.

Takagi, 113; Amaterasu-Takagi vs.
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Keun Chogo-Jin Zeong, 130.
Jingū 神功, regent empress, 27, 30,

(r.455-75), Paekche king, sent a
letter to Xiaowen’di of Northern

Sui court, 165.
Keo-bal 居拔, capital of Paekche,

88, 96; Nihongi writers inspired by

Wei, 119; Xiaowen’di replies, 120;

read I-bal or I-par, 90.

Pimihu,183-4; regent (201-69), 89,

killed by Koguryeo army, 55, 121;

Keum River 錦江, 50, 52.

183; gave birth to Homuda after

on Inariyama sword 獲加多 支

Keun Chogo 近肖古王/肖古 (r.

crossing the sea from Korea, 90;

鹵大王, 123; sends Kon-ji to

346-75), Paekche king, 12, 24, 26,

Amaterasu-Ninigi relation, 109;

Heavenly King 天王 to confirm

52, 65, 93, 95; dispatches scouts

plays role comparable to Onjo’s

friendship of Big Brother King 兄

to Tak-sun, 30, 128, 131-2; age of

mother, 113-4; dispatch army to

王, 154.

Jin family queens, 46; appoints

invade Silla, 128; conquest of Silla
184; Japanese and Western
scholars on Jingū, 134-5, Jingū
equated to Pimihu, 259.

Kae-ru 蓋婁王 (r.128-66), Paekche
king, 110, 129.
Kamakura shogunate (bakufu) 鎌倉

幕府 (1192-1333), 36, 252.

brother-in-law Jin Zeong 眞淨 as
Chief Minister,111; tomb, 63;
succession consolidated by
Chogo line, 46, 129; conquers

Jin-shin Coup 壬申亂, 233.

Kammu 桓武 (r.781-806), 57, 204.

Mahan with Keun Kusu, 64, 133-4;

Jinshu 晉書, History of Western Jin,

Kanagawa Treaty, 254.

let King Koguk-won be killed at

Kara 加羅, 152.

Pyung-yang, 64; General

Kashihabara 橿原, 140.

Stabilizing East and Governor of

13, 60, 95; annals, 54.
Jitō 持統 (r.686-97), Temmu’s wife,
92, 101, 233, 245.
Jomei 舒明 (r.629-41), builds
Paekche Palace on the bank of
Paekche River, and interred in the

Katsuragi 葛城 clan, from Korean
Peninsula, 163.
Katsuragi Sotsuhiko 葛城襲津彦,
152.

Great Temporary Tomb of

Kawachi 河內, 137.

Paekche 百濟大殯, 156.

Kaya states 伽倻/駕洛/狗邪,

Jōmon 繩文 (10,000-300 BCE),

federation, 45-9; riveted vertical-

Lelang, 53.
Keun Kusu 近仇首王/貴須 (r.37584), 24, 26, 30, 57, 93, 95, 120;
attacked Pyung-yang , 64;
appoints father-in-law Jin Kodo 眞

高道 as prime minister, 111.
Khan/Khaghan 角干, Mongolic title

Neolithic culture, 21, 71, 81;

plated iron cuirass, 48; conquered

transformation theory, 32, 173,

by Silla, 55; remnants of Mahan-

Kibi 吉備, Okayama, 136.

181; linguistic impact on modern

Chinhan states, 118; Paekche

Kida, Sadakichi 喜田貞吉 (1871-

Japanese, 82, 209, 212; cord-

enters into communication, 131;

1939), 73; “Theory of the

marked pottery, 174.

general term Mima-na includes,

Common Origin of the Japanese

144; Kaya tombs, 199-200; Kaya-

and Korean People 日鮮同祖

Wa conncection vs. PaekcheK
Kabane 姓, titles conferred on Uji
chieftains, 157, 160; Kabane
ranks have Korean origins, 158;
aliens were granted surnames in
accordance with their wishes, 160.
Kae-ro 蓋鹵王/諱 慶司/餘慶

used in Silla & Pyun-han, 50.

論,” 257.

Yamato connection, 203-4.

Ki 紀國, Wakayama 和歌, 137.

Kebiishi 檢非違使, provincial

Kim Pu-sik 金富軾 (1075-1151),

police, 250.
Keitai 繼體 (r.507-31), 12 kings
from Ōjin to Keitai, 88.
Kentōshi 遣唐使, embassies to the
Tang court, 165.
Kenzuishi 遣隋使, mission to the

56, 82-3.
Kim Yu-shin 金庾信, Yamato court
presents a ship, 239.
Kimmei 欽明 (r.539-71),
communications with Seongmyung, 116-7, 162-3; exhorts Heir
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Apparent to restore Mima-na

Japanese language (numerals),

Koreanism in Yasumaro epitaph,

(Kaya Federation), 144.

208; destroyed by Tang-Silla allied

234.

kingship myth, similarity between

forces, 229.

Koryeo 高麗 dynasty (918-1392),

Koguryeo and Yamato, 28, 107,

Kōgyoku 皇極 (r.642-45), 160.

246; peaceful relation with the

159; structural similarity in

Koi 古爾王 (r.234-86), Paekche

Qidan Liao after 10-year fighting,
248.

kingdom-foundation myths

king, replaces young Saban and

between Yamato and

commences the Koi-line, 111;

Koryung Kaya 高靈伽倻, 47.

Koguryeo/Paekche, 108; Karak

仇台 consolidates kingdom to be

Kudara 百濟, 78.

(Kaya) foundation myth, 109.

recorded as founder of Paekche in

Kudara Palace 百濟宮, 156.

Zhoushu, 51; appoints Jin Chung

Kudara River 百濟川, 156.

Paekche, 81; skeletal genetics,

眞忠 and Jin Mul 眞勿 as

Kug-nae-seong 國內城, early

181; Kinai hypothesis of “Yama-tai

commander generals, and Jin Ka

Kinai 畿內, peer relations with

Koku,” 185.
Kinki region 近畿, 25, 73, 75.
Kitabatake Chikahusa 北畗親房

眞可 to Finance Minister, 112.
Koi line 古尒系, Koi-Chaekkye
-Bunseo-Kye (during 234-346),

capital of Koguryeo, 90.
Kui-sin 久爾辛王 (r.420-27),
Paekche king, Great General
Stabilizing East, 54.

(1293-1354), people of old Japan

vanished after Keun Chogo’s

were the same as the Three Han

reign, 110; failed Biryu line?, 111;

people, 204.

Homuda from the failed Biryu/Koi

Kara Kuni 向韓國,” 135; in Kaya

line?, 129.

foundation myth, 109.

Kōen 延曆寺 皇圓, 168.
Kofun period, see Tomb period.

Kojiki 古事記, records through the

Kujifuru 久士布流 of Takachiho 高

千穗, “This place faces towards

Kumano 熊野, 138.

Kofun Wave, 32; droughts, 33-4.

reign of Suiko, 13, 83, 91; History

Kung-wol 弓月君, Lord Yutsuki,

Koguk-won 故國原王 (r.331-71),

of Royal Mandate 勅語舊辭, 35,

progenitor of Hata (miyatsuko)

Koguryeo king, 12, 23-4, 61, 63-4,
95, 120.
Koguryeo 高句麗 (37 BCE-668
CE), began using title king in 32

233; objectives, 234.
Kōken 孝謙 (r.749-58), 233.
kokujin 國人, local warriorlandowners, 252.

clan 秦造之祖, 31; arrives with
people of 120 provinces, 152, 161.
Kuni no miyatsuko 國造 , provincial
chieftain, 160, 249.

CE, 15-6, 43; takes over Lelang in

Kōmei 孝明 (r.1847-66), 256.

313, 23, 45; occupies Liaodong

Kong-ju 公州, 52, 55.

Kyūshū, 121, king of Kunu town-

between 392-9, 62; and Paekche

Kon-ji 昆支, sent to Yamato court,

state, 183.

also occupies a Liaoxi area, 65; in

92; Kaero sends Kon-ji to Yuriaku

Dongyi-zhuan, 43-4; fights against

court, 154.

Lelang, Daifang, Gongsun family,

Kōnin 光仁 (r.770-81), 57.

and Cao Cao’s Wei, 44; fights

Korean language, 207, 238; genetic

Kunu 狗奴, people in southern

Kwal-leuk 觀勒, Paekche priest,
164.
Kwanggae-to 廣開土王 (r.391413), 43, 23-4, 63, 94, 223; fights

against Murong-Xianbei, 45, 60;

relation with Japanese, 82, 208-

against Later Yan, 62; occupies

founding, 50; Buddhism arrives,

9; came to need interpreter to

Liaodong between 392-9, 54, 62.

63; absorbed the brunt of Xianbei

communicate with Japanese, 210;

attacks, 77; Mohe soldiers fighting

evolution, 81, 82, 211-2.

for Koguryeo, 235-6; language,
207; Koguryeo lanaguage and

Koreanism, in Inariyama-Funayama
incriptions,123; startling linguistic

Kwanggae-to Epitaph 廣開土王碑,
stele, 29, 94; Yamato soldiers
fighting alongside Paekche
soldiers, 114-5; many refused to
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Gaozu 唐高祖, 224, 226.

follow Yamato soldiers to Japan,
152; mounted soldiers (only in

Liang 梁 (502-57), Southern Liang,
59.

Korean Peninsula), 197-8; macroTungusic state, 235

Liang scroll 梁職貢圖 (dated 526-

Kye 契王 (r.344-6), Paekche king,

39), 119.

restores the Koi-line only to die in

Liao 遼 (907-1125), 248.

two years, 111.

Liao River 遼河, 41; basin, 44.

Kyōto 京都 dialect, 211.

Liaodong 遼東, 23; Koguryeo

Kyūshū 九州 , 73, 47, 173; in

frequently invaded and pillaged,

Egami’s theory, 74; only Jimmu

44; disconnected from Western

and Homuda were born in

Jin, 59; occupied by Koguryeo

Kyūshū, 90; rice farmers arrive,

between 392-9, 62; occupied by

175.

Tang, 236-7.
Little Ice Age (c.400 BCE-300 CE),
Warring States period (480-403221 BCE) and the Great Celtic

L

Migrations (c.400-178 BCE), 177;
lacuna between 266-413, gap, 13,

Manchuria, 71.
Manzhou Yuanliu-gao 滿洲源流考,
49; “founder of Jin 金 came from
Silla,” 50.
Marananta 摩羅難陀, 24.
Maruyama 丸山 tomb in Kyōto,
199.
Meckel, Wilhelm, 255.
Meiji Restoration (1868-1912) 明治

維新, 251, 254.
Mi-cheon 美川王 (r.300-31),
Koguryeo king, annexes Lelang,
51, 60-1.
Mima-ki 美麻紀/御眞木, 74, 203;
element Mima in name of Sujin

崇神/御間城, 144.
Mimana 任那日本府說, 29, 30, 74,

construction of long walls in

75, 143-4, 184; based on Kwang-

183; from thirty town states to one

China, 178; Yayoi Wave, 177-8,

gae-to epitaph, 114-5; “proof” that

Yamato state, 14, 24, 183;

204-5.

Yamato controlled South Korea,
119, 121-2; typical Japanese

mysterious fourth century, 117.

version, 143; husband and wife

Late Tomb period (400-700), 33-4.
Later Yan 後燕 (386-407), 23, 62.

relation, 144; Mimana chieftains

M

with king titles, 145; placed on

Ledyard, Gari, 25, 30, 72, 75; role of
Korean people, 77; Nihongi record
on the year 369, 129.
Lelang Commandery 樂浪郡, 22-3,

Macro-Tungus, linguistic
assimilation, 237-8.
Ma-han 馬韓, 24, 26, 45, 50-1, 56,

equal footing with Koguryeo,
Paekche and Silla in Ōjin time,
145; port of passage, 146; “Mima”

44; Han 韓 became too stong to

74, 140, 144; conquered by

named after-, 203; conquest of the

be controlled, 46; Koguryeo army

Paekche, 64, 129; 133-4.

helmeted and armored 4th century

captured wife and children of the

Ma-hito 眞人, Yamato imperial clan,

peninsular warriors by the

Governor of Lelang, 44; attacked

29, 161; possible relation with Jin

bareheaded and naked insular

Han River area between 237-9,

眞 clan of Paekche, 112; possible

warriors led by the 3rd century

51; annexed by Koguryeo, 45, 60.

relation with Jin Zeong, 113;

Li Shimin 李世民 (r.626-49), Tang
Taizong 唐太宗, destroys
Eastern Turks and conquer
Central Asia, 226; invades
Koguryeo, 227.
Li Yuan 李淵 (r.618-26), Tang

Pimihu, 49.

offspring of Paekche royal family,

Minamoto 源氏 (Gen-ji), 251.

155.

Minamoto Yoritomo 源頼朝 (1147-

Malayo-Polynesian, 21, 71, 173-4,
southwestern Kyūshū and
Ryukyu Islands, 181; language,
182, 207, 209, 210.

99), 251; commencing Kamakura
shogunate, 252.
Miyake 彌移居國, land belonging
to emperor, 162.
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Mizuno Hiroshi, 74.
model-building, 25, 72-3, 77;

court, 156.
chief), 158.

Paekche people conquer
Japanese Islands (Kudara-Yamato

Muromachi shogunate (bakufu) 室

町幕府 (1333-1573), 252.

model), 26, 78, 80-1; absence of
authentic account, 82.

Murong Bao 慕容寶 (r.396-8), 23;

Mommu 文武 (r.679-707), Jitō’s
grandson,167.

fled to Liaoxi, 62.
Murong Chui 垂 (r.386-96), founder

Mong-chon To-seong (Earthen Wall)

夢村土城, 52.
Mongna Keun-Ja 木羅斤資, 133.

Nae-mul 奈勿王 (r.356-402), Kim

Muraji 連, Korean origin (village

of Later Yan, 23, 62.
Murong Han 翰, 60, 61.
Murong Hui 廆 (r.285-333), founder

clan, 46; Silla king, sent a prince
to
Yamato as hostage, 95.
Nagaoka-kyō 長岡京 (784-794),
245.
Nagasune 長髓彦, 137, 139.
Nagoya region, contrast in Jōmon
pottery traditions, 173.
Nakatomi 中臣 clan, from Korean
Peninsula, 163.

Mok-hyup Manchi 木劦滿致, 121.

of Former Yan, 12, 23, 45, 59;

Nakatomi Kamako 中臣鎌子, 163.

Mononobe clan 物部, 140, 249.

conquers Liaodong, 60; invades

Nakatomi Kama-tari 中臣鎌足

Morse, Edward S., shell midden,

Puyeo, 43, 235.

173.

Murong Huang 皝 (r.333-49), 12,

Motowori Norinaga 本居宣長

22-3, 45; declares himself king of

(1930-1801), 135-6.
mountain fortress 山城/城牟禮,
built by Paekche people in

(614-69), Fujiwara Kamatari 藤原

鎌足, 245. (“tari” is ancient-cummodern Korean word for foot 足.)

Yan, 60; neutralizes Koguryeo, 61;

Nak-tong River 洛東江, 47.

attacks Puyeo, 43, 61, 65, 235.

Naniha 難波, 137.

Murong Jun 儁 (r.349-60), 23;

Nara 奈良, 256, 257, 259.

occupies North China, 61.

Nara period (710-94), 253.

Japanese Islands, in Harima
Fudoki, 101, 153; construction

Murong Ren 仁, 12, 23, 45, 60, 62.

Nihon-Kōki 日本後紀, 210.

after the fall of Paekche, 102.

Murong Sheng 盛 (r.398-401), 62.

Nihongi 日本紀, 13, 35, 91; dating

Mu 武王 (r.600-41), Paekche king,

Murong Xi 熙 (r.401-7), removed by
Ko Un 高雲, 62.

Tang Taizong conducts funeral
service, 55-6; constructs Wang-

Murong-Xianbei 慕容鮮卑, 22-3;

heung Temple 王興寺, 240

corroborated by external
evidence prior to 461 (375-405),
27; objective of compiling Kojiki

moved into Liao basin, 44;

and Nihongi, 35; disparaging

Mumun, pottery, plain-hard 硬質無

conflicts with Koguryeo, 45, no

words for Paekche, 83; Nihongi-

文土器, 52, 81. See plain pottery.

armed conflicts with Koguryeo

dating corrected by Samguk-sagi

between 343-84, 61.

records, 91-2; finished in 720;

Munju 文周王 (r.475-7), Paekche
king, fled south, 121.

Mutsuhito 睦仁 (r.1867-1912), to

Munmu 文武王 (r.661-82), Silla

be called Emperor Meiji 明治天

皇, 254-5.

king, descent from the founder of
Kaya (伽耶 首露王), 47; Yamato

mysterious fourth century, see

court presents a ship, 239.
Mu-nyung 武寧王 (r.501-23),

lacuna between 266-413.
Myth, see kingship myth.

Paekche king, tomb, 55; Kammu’s
92; born on an island in Kyūshū,

called a “shoki,” 235.
Nihon-shoki 日本書紀, see
Nihongi.
Ninigi 邇邇藝, 27, 29, 41; mythical
founder, 108; tomb in Kyūshū,
257.
Nintoku 仁德, 96; dispersed Hata

mother, 57; funerary inscription,
154; sent prince Sa-a to Yamato

objectives, 234; can hardly be

N

people to undertake sericulture
and silk manufacturing, 153.
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Nintoku-ryō, tomb of Nintoku, 34, 79;
represents the beginning of
Middle Tomb period, 192; cannot

108, as second or third king of

practice of using Yamato soldiers

Paekche, 58, 114; successful à la

in intramural armed conflicts, 116-

Ihare, 110.

7, 163; Koguryeo seizes Han-

precede continental influx, 197;

Ōtomo clan 大伴氏, 249.

seong, and Paekche fled south to

horserider materials from

Oumi Mihune 淡海三船 (721-85),

Ung-jin, 54-5; diplomatic relations

Nintoku’s tomb, 198, 218.
Nippon 日本, 233.

88.
Ōzōike Minami in Okayama, oldest

Northern Wei 北魏 (386-534), 23,

iron-smelting site, 216.

with mainland China during 372652, 55-6; destroyed by Tang-Silla
allied forces, 228; territories

54, 62; attacked Paekche, 65;

divided up by Silla and Parhae-

denies Paekche request, 120-1;

Mohe, 66; Paekche refugees

images of Buddha, 168.

settled in Yamato Kingdom, 231-3.

P

Northern Yan 北燕 (409-36),
founded by Feng Ba 馮跋, 62;
Feng clan destroyed, 120.
Nu 奴 (Na in Japanese) king, sent
an envoy to Han in 57 CE, 182.

Paekche and Yamato Kingdom,
Paekche 百濟 (18 BC-660 CE), 23,

close kinship between royal

25; by the late second century, 46;

families, 154-6; two-way flows of

founded in Ma-han area 伯濟,

manpower and materials, 162-3;

50-1; conquers Mahan area, 132-

Paekche scholars and technicians

4; records in early Chinese

stationed at Yamato court in

dynastic chronicles, 53; sent

rotation, 163; using the term

envoys to Eastern Jin, 24, 53;

“emigrated” for Koguryeo priests

diplomatic relations recorded in

and “arrived” for Paekche priests,

Jinshu Annals and Songshu, 54-5,

164-5; massive arrival of Paekche

95; dating the foundation, 56-8;

refugees, 231-2; Koguryeo-

Japanese and Western historians,

Paekche-Yamato costumes, 166-

56; great ancestor 遠祖 Tomo

8; Yayoi and Kofun periods

Ōjin 應神, see Homuda.

都慕, 57; once called itself Puyeo

costumes, 166; tress of hair

Ōjin line, originated from Paekche

南扶餘, 50, 55, 76; early kingship

hanging at the back, 167; hundred

chronology confirmed by Japanese

people including Soga Umako

O
Oda Nobunaga 織田信長 (153482), 252, 253.
Ohotomo 大友皇子/弘文 (r.6712), prince imperial, 232.

royal families, 112.
Ōjin-ryō, tomb of Homuda, 34, 79;

chronicles extant, 57-8; most

appeared wearing Paekche

represents the beginning of

expansionist era (346-84), 26, 63-

clothes,168; farming technolgy,

Middle Tomb period, 192; cannot

4, 66, 134; territorial sphere

200-1.

precede continental influx, 197;

described in Manzhou Yuanliugao,

evidence of equestrianism, 198.

64-5; Koguryeo occupies Liaodong

Paekche Records (百濟記), and

Oka, Masao, 73.

between 392-9, and Paekche also

Paekche New Compilations (百濟

Old Samguk-sa 舊三國史, 107.

occupies a Liaoxi area, 62, 65;

新撰) quoted in Nihongi, 82, 83,

Omi 臣, Great Omi 大臣 means

Paekche colony in Liaoxi

92, 93, 94, 154.

Chief Minister, 158.

appearing in Chinese dynastic

Ōnin War (1467-77), 253.

chronicles, 65-6; defeated by

Onjo 溫祚王 (18 BCE-28 CE),

Kwang-gae-to, 112, 114; reversal

founder of Paekche, 28, 50-1, 76,

of Paekche’s military fortune, 116;

Paekche Annals (百濟本記),

Paekche Koreanisms, Murayama
and Miller, 123.
Paekche sends to Homuda’s court,
seamstress and envoy, 94;
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blacksmith, weaver, wine brewer,

風納土城, 52, 63; early (pre-

151; seamstress, 152; younger

Buddhism) Paekche capital, 52-3.

sister of king (Cheong-ji) to wait

Puyeo 扶餘, 50; in Shiji and Dongyi-

upon Homuda, 97.
Paekche Village 百濟里/南鄕村,

reservoir, construction of “Paekche

zhuan, 42; in Samguk-sagi, 114;

Reservoir 百濟池,” 31, 83, 151-

attacked by Murong-Xianbei, 25;

2, Ōjin-Nintoku period, 202-3.

attacked by Murong Hui and

in Kyūshū, 136.
Paek-chon River 白村江/ 白江

R

rice, 32; found at Jōmon site, 175;
rice-cultivating technology of Yayoi

Huang, 43, 59, 65, 235; Egami,

debacle, 155; 229, 232.

farmers, 47, 180.

74; Ledyard, 76.

Paleolithic, pre-pottery, 174.

Puyeo, Sabi 泗沘, 55.

parasol pine, 154.

Pyun-han 弁韓, 45-7, 74, 119, 203;

Parhae 渤海 (Bohai, 689-926),

Ritsu-ryō system 律令制, reinforced
by Tenji, 232, 249; abandoned,

Kuya 狗邪國 in Pyun-han, 45,

250.

founded by Tae Cho-young, 236,

144; 12 states “also” had kings,

river god 河伯 (Habaek), 57.

247; attacks Tang port Dengzhou,

45; supplied iron to Wa people, 47;

riveting, from Korean Peninsula, 48.

237; envoys to Yamato from-, 208,

Mioyama 彌烏邪馬 possibly

Ryūkyū, people, closer to Jōmon

237; Yamato envoys to-, 239;

implying Mima, 144; language,
182.

divides up Paekche territory with
Silla, 66.

population, 181.

Pyung-yang 平壤, 55.

Perry, U.S. Commodore, opens up

S

Japan, 254.
Pimihu 卑彌呼, queen of Yama-ichi

Saban 沙伴王 (r.234), Paekche

Q

邪馬壹國 town state 國邑, 13,
49, 183, 185, 258; inspiration to

king, 57-8; was very young and
Qianlong 乾隆帝, Qing Emperor,

hence replaced by his grandfather

create Jingū, 89, 96; Himiko’s

dwells on Three Han people, 49;

Chogo’s younger brother, Koi

tomb, 259; make Himiko play

pick every word to defame, 50.

(r.234-86), 111.

Jingū, 259; Kidder enhances

Qi 齊 (479-502), Southern Qi, 59,

Himiko’s story with “insights
drawn from mythology,” 260-1.
pit-dwelling, 178.
plain Mumun pottery, 47.
Prince of Paekche 百濟親王, 155.
Prince Seon-Kwang of Paekche 百

濟 善光王, 231.
proto-Japanese, 32.
Pung-jang 餘豊(章), Yeo, son of
Paekche king Uija came to
Yamato, 156; set loose honey
bees, 166; Bok-sin requests return
of-, 228; fled to Koguryeo, 229.
Pung-nap To-seong (Earthen Wall)

66.

Sae-Jae Pass 聞慶鳥嶺, Munkyung, 131.
Saga 嵯峨 (r.809-23), 29, 57, 1601; dynastic shedding, 251.
Saigō Takamori 西鄕隆盛 (182777), 255.
Saimei 皇極/齊明 (r.642-5/65561), sailed to Kyūshū to command
rescue operation, 228.
Samguk-sagi 三國史記, 24, 26, 28,
30, 56-8, 82; Kim Pusik’s hatred
for Paekche, 83.
Sam-keun 三斤王 (r.477-79),
Paekche king, 154.
Samurai 侍, 36, 253; formation of,
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251; literacy, 253.
Sanguozhi 三國志 (History of
Three Kingdoms, 220-80), 13.
San-sang 山上王 (r.197-227),
Koguryeo king, father-to-son
succession, 44.
Sa-taek Jeok-deok 沙乇積德, 240.

clans 神別, foreign clans 諸蕃,

discovery, 114; “colonized South

miscellaneous clans 未定雜姓,

Korea,” 115; alternative

161.

shōen 莊園, private manor, 36, 2501.
shogun 將軍, 252.
shogunate (bakufu) 幕府, 36, 251-

Sa-taek Ji-zeok 砂宅智積, 240.

2, throwing out, 254; repairing

Sataek So-myung 沙宅紹明, 232.

imperial tombs, 256.

Satsuma 薩摩, clan, 254.

interpretations, 115-6.
Soga clan, overthrow of, 249, from
the Korean Peninsula, 163.
Soga Iname 蘇我稲目 (?-570),
worship Buddhism, 163.
Soga Iruka 蘇我入鹿 (?-645),
Yemish’s son, 166.

Shoku-Nihongi 續日本紀 (Nihongi

Soga Umako 蘇我馬子(?-626),

Seiwa 淸和 (r.858-76), 251.

Continued), 57, 58, presented to

inquires Paekche priests the

Sengoku period 戰國時代 (1467-

the throne by -, 210.

method of receiving discipline,

1568), sengoku daimyō, 253.
Seok-chon-dong 石村洞, steppyramid design stone-mound, 63.
Seok-jang-ri 石帳里, Paekche iron
production sites, 215-6.
Seong-myung 聖明王 (r.523-54),
Paekche king, moves capital to

Shōmu 聖武 (724-56), 158.
Shōsoin 正倉院 (Imperial Treasure
House), 136.
Shōtoku Taishi 聖德太子, 165.
shugo 守護, shugo daimyō, 252.
shugo-dai 守護代, 252.
Silla 新羅/斯盧國, Sa-ro, 45-6, 56;

164.
Soga Yemishi 蘇我蝦夷 (?-645),
Umako’s son, 166.
Song 宋 (420-79), Liu Song 劉宋,
59, 120; grants Yamato king Bu
self-claimed title, 121-2.
Song 宋 (960-1127), Northern, 248;

Sabi, renamed as Southern

seeking help from Koguryeo, 116;

Puyeo, 55; asks Yamato troops,

conquers Kaya federation and

Songhua River 松花江, 41.

116-7; friendship with Kaya states,

occupies Han River basin, 47, 55;

Sonnō Jōi 尊王攘夷 (Revere the

145; introduces Buddhism to

establishes first contact with

Emperor and Expel the

Yamato court, 161-3;

Southern dynasties, 118;

Barbarians), 254.

communications with Kimmei,

constructing reservoir, 201; allied

116-7, 162-3; killed by Silla, 55.

with Tang, 56; Six-Year War (671-

Seven Branched Sword 七枝刀,
136, 142-3.
shamanism, Yemaek people; rites,

6) between Tang and Korean

Koguryeo king, constructs first
Buddhist temple, 63.

shamanism in Korean Peninsula,

court, 239; fall of Silla, 245-6.
Sil-seong 實聖王 (r.402-17), Silla

Shin-je-do 新齊都, 154.

king, sends his prince to Yamato

Shin-ritsu-ryō 新律令, 232.

as hostage, 95.

(New Compilation of the Clan

and Onjo, 114.
So-su-rim 小獸林王 (r.371-84),

and unifies Korean Peninsula, 230;
strategic alliance with Yamato

Shinsen Shōjiroku 新撰姓氏錄

So-seono 召西奴, mother of Biryu

people, 229; expels Tang army

42-3, 45, 47; Buddhism absorbs
47.

Northern and Southern, 251.

Sima Rui 司馬睿 (317-22), founds
Eastern Jin (317-420), 59.

South-North dynasty 南北朝時代
(1331-92), 204; Northern and
Southern courts, 252.
Southern dynasties 南朝 (317589), in China, 59, 71.
sue-ki 須惠器, stoneware, “Chosun
pottery,” 34, 47, 73, 192; first

Register), 29, records Paekche

Sima Xuan 司馬宣, 22, 44.

century Paekche kilns, 194; called

kings, 57-8; preface of Register,

Sin-myo (辛卯年 391) record of

“Korean pottery” until 1950s, 195;

160; imperial clans 皇別, deity

Kwanggae-to epitaph, 29;

appeared late fourth century, 199.
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Sugano Mamichi 菅野眞道 (741814), 210.
Sui 隋 (581-618), unifies mainland
China, 224.
Sujin 崇神/御間城/美麻紀/御眞

木, 203, 258; element Mima in
name, 144.
Sun-deok 善德女王 (r.632-47), first
Silla queen, requests Tang to stop
Koguryeo-Paekche aggression,
226.
Suro 首露王 (r.42-?), founder of
Kaya states, 47.
Sushun 崇峻 (r.587-92), 227.

Paekche, 131-2.
Tam-chi 曇徵 (Dam-jing), 165.
Tam-ro 檐魯, Paekche fuedal
provinces, 156.
Tan Yang-ni 段楊爾, Paekche
scholar of five classics, 162.
Tang 唐 (618-907), conquers
Paekche and Koguryeo, 56;
decline and fall, 247.
tatara-buki 踏鞴吹き (foot-bellow),
217.
tatoo, 173, Pyunhan-Wa vs.
Paekche-Yamato, 204.
Temmu 天武 (r.673-86), 233, Ama
no Nunahara Oki no Mahito (天渟

中原瀛 眞人), 155; own words in
preface of Kojiki, 35, 234; orders

T

Qianlong writes on Three Han, 49;
lingering memory, 119.
Three Kingdoms period (220-265) in
mainland China, 22.
Three Kingdoms period in Korean
Peninsula, 30, 59; Japanese and
Western scholars, 134.
Tokugawa Iemochi 德川家茂
(r.1858-66), 14th shogun, 256.
Tokugawa Ieyasu 德川家康 (15421616), 251.
Tokugawa shogunate 德川幕府
(1603-1868), opens up the nation,
36, 253; tried to trace ancestry to
Minamoto, 251; intercourse with
outside world, 254
Tokugawa Yoshinobu 德川慶喜

to compile the histories of Yamato

(r.1866-7) Hitotsbashi-, 15th and

Tae-dong River 大同江, 42, 55.

Kingdom, 233; farsighted

the last shogun, 254.

Taihō-gwannen 大寶元年, 217.

monarch, 235.

Taihō law codes, no longer extant,

大寶律令, 249.
Taika Reform 大化改新 (645), 245,
249; prohibits construction of large
tombs, 193.

Tempyō Shōhō 天平勝寶 (749-57),

Tomb 古墳 period (300-700), 21,
71, 191; early vs. middle period,

aliens were granted surnames in

79, 196; exaggerated form of

accordance with their wishes, 160,

Kaya tombs, 200; Middle Tomb

233.

period coincides with Ōjin line of

Tenji 天智 (r.662-68-71), 27, 245;

kings, 80, 192; Late Tomb culture

Taira 平氏 (Hei-shi), 251, 252.

succession pattern between Ōjin

(400-700), 81; seminal role played

Takagi 高木神, Taka-mi-musubi 皇

and Tenji, 88; continues overseas

by peninsular peoples in formation

祖 高皇産靈/高御産巢日,

rescue operation, 229; settles

of Tomb culture, 195; farming

Amaterasu-Takagi relation vs.

Paekche refuges at new capital

technology, 201-2; gigantic tomb

Keun Chogo-Jin Zeong relation,

area, 231-2; let Paekche generals

construction became feasible,

112; Ninigi’s maternal grandfather

construct fortresses along

was more active, 113.

possible Tang invasion route, 232,

Tomo 都慕, see Chumong.

233, 239; reinforced Shin-ritsu-ryō

Tong-myung 東明, founder of

Takamatsuzuka tomb paintings 高

松塚壁畵, tress of hair hanging,
167, Koguryeo-Paekche-Yamato
painting style, 168.
Takechi 高市郡, old Imaki province,
153.
Tak-sun 卓淳, 30, 128; contact with

新律令, 232.
Theory of Horseriding People, see
Egami Namio.
Three Han 三韓, in southern

202.

Koguryeo, Chu-mong, 50, 64-5.
Tong-seong 東城王 (r.479-501),
Paekche king, titles from Qi, 55,
65; Kon-ji’s son returned from

peninsula, 45, 56; relations with

Japan, 154; attacked by Northern

Lelang and Daifang, 46; Emperor

Wei army, 65; ranks and titles for
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princes and generals confirmed by

U-shaped iron shovel fitting, 193,

Qi, 55, 122.
Tong Shu 冬壽/佟壽 (288-357),
12, 23, 49; appears as one of two

200-1, 217.
Uda 宇多 (r.887-97), 251.
Ui-ja 義慈王 (r.641-60), Paekche
king, 156; tries to cut off Silla’s

aids-de-camp 帳下督 in An-ak
Tomb No. 3, 62-3.
Toyotomi Hideyoshi 豊臣秀吉

access to Yellow Sea, 56, 226.
Uji 氏, extended pseudo-kinship
units, 157-9; Uji chieftains control

(1536-98), 251-3.

Be service groups, 159.;

Transmission of culture from Korean

etymology, 204

Peninsula to Japanese Islands,
195.

Uji-Kabane system 氏姓 (Shi-sei),

trinity, in Yamato kingship myth,

32, 156, 160; after Taika Reforms,

Ihare-Homuda-Ninigi portray three

249.

44, 65; fled south, 51; war of eight
princes, 59-60.
Wi-deok 威德王 (r.554-98),
Paekche king, 164, sends prince
A-jwa 阿佐 to Yamato court, 156.
Wi-na-am-seong 尉那巖城, king’s
castle, 90.
wine 酒, Paekche sent a brewer
and Homuda enjoyed his wine,
151, Homuda establishes
brewery 造立酒殿, 99.
Wirye-seong 河北/河南慰禮城,

different aspects (mythology,

Unebi Mountain 畝傍山, 140.

early capital of Paekche, 51-2,

conquest, and massive arrival

Ung-jin 熊津/熊川, see Kong-ju.

129; connection between Wi-rye
and I-ha-re, 90; implying king’s

from Paekche), 108-9.
Tsuda, Sōkichi 津田左右吉 (18731961), proposition on founder of

castle, 91; Onjo successful at Hanam Wi-rye, 110.

W

Yamato Kingdom, 26, 87-8; “be”

Wo 倭 (Wa in Japanese), people/

was derived from Paekche

Wado 和銅元年, 217.

town states 國邑 13; sent envoys

language (bu), 157.

Wae-gwan 倭館, 146.

to Han and Western Jin, 13, 182;

wake 別/獲居, 123, Prince Oho-

read Wa or Yamato, 117.

Tsukushi 筑紫國 (Northern
Kyūshū), 75, 117, 136, 155, 162,

wake, 大別王; Oho Wake 乎獲

Wosa 譯語, 165, 210.

165, 229; constucting water

居, 123.

Wo-zhuan 倭傳 (Wajin-den 倭人

fortress, 232, 239; Tsukushi
Commandery 筑紫都督府, 239.
Tsushima Island 對馬嶋, discovery
of gold, 217; frontier guards and
signal fires, 232, 239.
Tuoba Gui 拓跋珪 (r.386-409),
founder of Northern Wei, 23, 62.
two sexagenary cycles, 120-year
difference between Nihongi and
Samguk-sagi datings, 92, 96;
ineffective after 405, 96-7.

Wang-in 王仁/和邇吉師, ancestor
of Chief Writers 書首, 31, 94;
arrival, 151, 161.
Wang Keon 王建 (r.918-43),
founder of Koryeo dynasty, 246.
War of Eight Princes (291-305), 22;

傳), 24, 27, 117, 182.
Wu Zetian 則天武后, Empress Wu,
227; assumed title of Heavenly
Empress 天后, bestowing the title
Heavenly Emperor 天皇 on
Gaozong in 674, 228; conquers

natural disasters attack Western

Paekche and Silla, 229-230, 247;

Jin, 59.

dissuaded from mounting major

Wei 魏 (220-265), Cao Cao’s 曹

操, 22, 44.
Wei Lüe 魏略, 78.
Weishu 魏書 (Record of Wei, 22065), 13, 182.

U

Western Jin 西晉 (265-316), 22-3,

Wendi 文帝 (r.424-53), of LiuSong, 13.

campaign against Silla because of
the rise of Tibetans and Turks,
231.
Wudi 漢武帝 (r.141-87 BCE),
Former Han conquers Chosun,
59.
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X

technical experts stationed at

plain red-burnished Korean

Yamato court, 161-4; dependence

pottery, 179.

on copper, iron and gold from
Xianbei 鮮卑, 59.

Korean Peninsula, 217; changes

Xiongnu 匈奴, sacked Jin capital,

its name to Nippon in 670, 233;

45, 59-60.
Y

and Korean Peninsula, 41-3, 45-7;
trade mark of drinking, singing and

invasion route, 239; diplomatic

dancing, 46; “pure blooded”

contact with Tang discontinued

Yemaek Tungus, 238.

Yamagata Aritomo 山県有朋

249-51.

邑, 13, 182; Japanese read it

Yemaek 濊貊, in central Manchuria

fortification of possible Tang

after 838, 249; decline and fall,

Yama-ich 邪馬壹國, town state 國

change, 178.

strategic alliance with Silla, and

Yalu River 鴨綠江, 42, 44, 50, 55.
(1838-1922), 255-6.

Yayoi Wave, 32-3, 81, 175, climate

Yamato Kingdom and Paekche, see

Yun Gae-so-mun 淵蓋蘇文, family
feud after his death, 230.
Yōrō Ritsuryō codes 養老律令,
compiled in 718 (and promulgated

Paekche and Yamato Kingdom.
Yamato province 大倭/大和, every

in 757), 249.

“Yama-tai” and understand it to

new king transfers capital within

Yoshino 吉野, 138.

imply “Yama-to,” 184, 258, 259;

Yamato plain, 79.

Yung-yang 嬰陽王 (r,590-618),

author of Hou Hanshu, 185.
Yama-tai 邪馬臺國, 13; Fan Yeh’s

Yang Guang 楊廣 (604-18), Sui

Koguryeo king, invades Yingzhou

Yangdi 隋煬帝, invades

with 10,000 Mohe soldiers, 224.
Yūriaku 雄略/大泊瀨幼武/大長谷

creation, 185; equation of Yama-

Koguryeo, 224; disastrous

tai with Yama-to, 80, 186, 258,

campaigns against Koguryeo

若建 (r.456-479), Yūryaku/Oho-

259, 260.

ruins Sui, 225.

hatsuse-wakatake, 31, 123, 153;

Yama-to 倭 (Wo read as Yamato

Yang Jian 楊堅 (581-614), Sui

sent a letter to Shundi of Liu-

夜麻登/耶麻謄), state, 78;

Wendi 隋文帝, invades

Song, 120-1; promoted to Zhen-

sound of “to” in Kojiki-Nihongi,

Koguryeo, 224.

dong-da-jiangjun, 122; Paekche

185; presenting local products to

Yasumaro 安萬侶, 35, 234.

sends Lady Mony, 154; parting

Eastern Jin court, 13; thirty town

Yasumaro epitaph, startling linguistic

with Kon-ji’s son, 155.

states to one Yamato state, 14;

Koreanism, 234.

Yamato soldiers fighting alongside

Yatagarasu 八咫烏, 138.

Paekche soldiers, 114, 116.

Yayoi 彌生 period (300 BCE-300

Yamato Aya 倭漢 clan, 31, 152;

Z

CE), bronze-iron rice cultivation

nine out of ten in Takechi

culture, 21, 32, 47, 71, 73, 81, 173;

Zhen 讚, Yamato king, 13.

province, 153; closely related with

Little Ice Age, 33; rice farmers

Zhen 鎭 (331-408), a Koguryeo

Soga and Temmu, 158; first

from Kaya area of Pyun-han, 175;

dignitary appearing in Deok-

envoys to Sui, 165.

Jōmon cultue persisted, 178;

heung-ri 德興里 tomb, a devout

North Kyūshū acted as incubator,

Buddhist, 20.

Yamato Kingdom, Yamato dynasty,
25-6, 48, 73; founder, 26-7;

179; weapons, 180; farming

Zhenshin 善信, 164.

founding date, 28, 78, 91-3, 96;

technology, 200; dialectical trait,

Zhoushu 周書, records on

ruling class, 36; historical stage,
41, 59-64; Paekche scholars and

211.
Yayoi pottery, indistinguishable from

Koguryeo-Paekche costumes,
167.
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The Review of

Armstrong: Among your other publications that we haven’t yet discussed, what
are the ones that you think are the most significant and best reflect your
work?

Korean Studies

Ledyard: Well, probably the most widely read thing I have ever published is my

Volume 7, 2003, pp.165-6

article, “Galloping Along with the Horseriders: Looking for the Founders of
Japan.” It is a critique of Egami Namio’s famous book, The Horserider
State: An Approach to Ancient Japanese History. Egami, a specialist in

An interview with Gari Ledyard, King

Central Asian history, wrote from outside the community of Japanese

Sejong Professor of Korean Studies,

historians of Japan, and caused quite a furor with his thesis that the

Emeritus, Columbia University, by
Professor Charles Armstrong, Director
of the Center for Korean Research,
Columbia University.

Japanese state had been founded by horseriding invaders from the Asian
continent. He imagined that the closest Korean connections to these
“horseriding” invaders would have been the “Chinwang,” who according to
Chinese sources dominated Samhan politics in the southern Korean
rd

peninsula in the 3 century. I thought that the Chinwang was too early for
this role, and that in general Egami’s understanding of the Korean
connections was wrong. On the other hand, I admired the panache of his
theory, which seriously proposed that non-Japanese outsiders founded
the Japanese state. If there were such outsiders, they could only have
gotten to Japan from Korea, and if that were the case, one would have to
th

consider the Korean politics of the 4 century, a period of militarism and
war during which the definitive forms of the peninsular “Three Kingdoms”
were established. I linked the process to the wars between Paekche and
Koguryo, and Koguryo’s period of dominance in Shilla politics. Of the
three kingdoms, Paekche played the greater role in terms of a cultural
impact on Japan. Whether or not there were “horseriding” warriors –and
there are many critics of this idea both in Japan and internationally—there
was certainly an age of militarism, which left a huge impact on both
th

Korea and Japan in the 4 century. My paper was an analysis of this
matter. It is well known among historians of Japan in Europe and North
America, and has also attracted some attention in Japan, but I am afraid it
would be too difficult to go into all the details here.
Armstrong: Has there been much reaction in Korea to this paper?
Ledyard: Not to my knowledge. The most outspoken advocate of a Korean
Referring to his “Galloping Along with

involvement in the founding of the Japanese state seems to be Wontack

the Horseriders: Looking for the

Hong, an economist but also a very imaginative historian who writes

Founders of Japan,” Journal of

from outside the community of Korean historians of Korea. He finds a

Japanese Studies, Volume 1, 1975,
pp. 217-254.

large Paekche role in the founding of the Japanese state, and frequently
refers to my article, sometimes agreeing with it, sometimes not.
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Wontack Hong’s new book is a work of synthesis—albeit one with an agenda.
Moreover, the 2006 publication is stated to be a “limited preview edition,”

Korean Studies

which means we may see subsequent editions telling a different story, revised

Volume 31, 2007, pp.79-82

in light of comments on the first. This is an unusual publication strategy, but

University of Hawaii Press

then, this is an unusual book by an unusual author. Hong is a trained economist
…who has applied his considerable research skills to the problem of Japan-

Book Review of Korea and Japan in

Korea relations in the period of state formation.

East Asian History: A Tripolar
Approach to East Asian History by

His previous works in English include The Relationship between Korea
and Japan in the Early Period: Paekche and Yamato Wa (1988) and Paekche of
Korea and the Origin of Yamato Japan (1994); the core of this new book
continues this dialog. Thus, although posing as a history of northeast Asia from
the Neolithic through the Qing dynasty, the real message is contained in
chapters 5 to 11 (out of 15). …
He pushes his main agenda: that Yamato was conquered by Paekche in
the late fourth to early fifth centuries and that Paekche established the protohistoric Yamato state. This adherence to the Horserider Theory of Japanese
state formation, promulgated by Egami Namio and enhanced by Gari Ledyard
…, is simply flogging a dead horse. Hong offers no new data on this problem.
Instead he relies entirely on known documentary sources. …
The publication is unusual in its format, with each page divided into two
columns: a wider outer column of text, and a narrow inner column which holds
illustrations, footnotes, and primary text excerpts. The last are useful in offering
a direct means of double-checking Hong’s interpretations of the original sources
without his filter … One of Hong ’ s most significant contributions is the
integration of linguistic data into the history …
It is my contention that it was the development of relations with Paekche
that allowed a new faction, probably led by the Kazuraki clan, to take control
and build a new polity, possibly integrating continental figures into their ruling
structure. For the Yamato elite, the mid- to late-fourth century was a time of
dynastic change, economic expansion, realignment of political alliances, and a
sudden involvement in continental power struggles. It was a fascinating time
and is worthy of much more detailed and nuanced research, rather than the
reiteration of old ideas and insufficient explanations.

Gina L. Barnes, SOAS, University of
London
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About the Author

Wontack Hong has previously held the positions of Assistant Professor of
Economics at the University of Wisconsin (1966-71), Senior Fellow at the Korea
Development Institute (1971-7), and Visiting Fellow at the Institute of
Development Studies, the University of Sussex, UK (1979). He began teaching
at SNU in 1977 and served as Director of the Center for Area Studies (1990-1)
and Director of the Institute for International and Area Studies (1997-8) there.
He founded the International Economic Journal (Routledge, UK) in 1987 and
served as its managing editor until 2005. He retired from SNU in 2005.

WONTACK HONG, Professor Emeritus,

He is the author of The Relationship between Korea and Japan in the

Seoul National University (SNU), was

Early Period: Paekche and Yamato Wa (Ilsimsa, 1988), Paekche of Korea and

born in Seoul in 1940. He received his

the Origin of Yamato Japan (Kudara, 1994), Kudara Yamato: History of Ancient

undergraduate education in economics

Korea-Japan Relations, in Korean (Iljisa, 2003), “Yayoi Wave, Kofun Wave and

at SNU. His graduate studies were

Timing: the Formation of the Japanese People and Japanese Language,”

conducted in the United States at

Korean Studies, U. of Hawaii, Volume 29, 2005 (US), pp. 1-29, Korea and

Columbia University where he received

Japan in East Asian History (Kudara, 2006), and “Ancient Korea-Japan

his M.A. in 1964 and Ph.D. in 1966.

Relations: Dating the Formative Years of the Yamato Kingdom by the Samguksagi Records and Reinterpreting the Related Historical Facts,” The Open Area

He is the author of

Studies Journal, 2009, 2, pp. 12-29 (US).

Trade and Growth:
A Korean Perspective
that was reviewed as:

He is also the author of “A Global Equilibrium Pattern of Specialization: A
Model to Approximate Linder’s World of Production and Trade,” The Swedish

“Hong’s volume, as a collection of

Journal of Economics, December 1969 (Sweden), “The Heckscher-Ohlin

his papers over time, shows him to be a

Theory of Factor Price Equalization and the Indeterminacy in International

truly versatile economist, proficient in

Specialization,” International Economic Review, June 1970 (US), “Distortions

pure theory analysis, empirical

and Static Negative Marginal Gains from Trade,” Journal of International

application of pure theory, economic

Economics, August 1976 (US), “Institutionalized Monopsonistic Capital Market

growth in both theory and application,

in Developing Economy.” Journal of Development Economics, 21, 1986 (US), “A

and trade policy. Economists,

Comparative Static Application of the Heckscher-Ohlin Model of Factor

historians, and policy makers

Proportions: Korean Experience,” Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv, Heft 2, 1987

concerned with the transition of Korea

(Germany), “Time Preference in Dynamic Trade Model: An Empirical Critique,”

from undeveloped to NIC status would

Economic Development and Cultural Change, July 1988 (US), Trade and

do well to consult Hong’s book.”

Growth: A Korean Perspective, Seoul: Kudara International, 1994,

“The

Catching-up: Lessons of East Asian Development,” in Justin Yifu Lin, editor,
Lawrence H. Officer

Contemporary Economic Issues 1, Macmillan/St.Martin’s, 1998, pp. 3-17 (US),

University of Illinois at Chicago

Catch-up and Crisis in Korea (Edward Elgar, UK), 2002, and “Taking a Turnpike:

Economic Development and Cultural
Change, Vol. 45: 2, 1997

A Korean Perspective,” Review of International Economics (Blackwell, UK),
February 2005.
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WONTACK HONG is also the author of

He is also the author of

Relationship between Korea and Japan in Early Period:
Paekche and Yamato Wa
that was reviewed as:

“Ancient Korea-Japan
Relations: Dating the

“Wontack Hong goes a step beyond the horserider theory in this scholarly and

Formative Years of the Yamato

provocative work, which sheds new light on early Korea and Japan through …

Kingdom (366-405 CE) by the

From the perspective of Korean archaeology the arguments ring true. I hope

Samguk-sagi Records and

Japan specialists will not dismiss the book as a mere polemic …”

Reinterpreting the Related
Historical Facts”

Sarah M. Nelson, University of Denver
The Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 48:4, 1989

that was commented as:

“… offers an enlightening and relatively concise overview of historically critical

“No one else has put all this together

process. These features alone are sufficient to make … worthy of reading … it

for an English-reading audience. His

does contribute a fresh and intellectually rewarding perspective on one of the

paper is completely documented, and

most significant and problematic issues in northeast Asian history.”

to me quite persuasive. This paper
provides a wealth of historic

Jonathan W. Best, Wesleyan University
Journal of Japanese Studies, Vol. 16:2, 1990

information and instructs (the reader)
while it reconstructs a chronology that
makes sense for some questionable

Paekche of Korea and the Origin of Yamato Japan
that was reviewed as:

years of the Yamato Kingdom. The
style is erudite, the sentence

“Hong does make explicit the political ramifications of the present

formations replete with crafted

interpretation of Japanese and Korean ancient history, which is an important

phrases that layout the situation of

contribution in itself. This book should be taken seriously by western

which records are trustworthy, and the

scholars.”

end-product is an explanation that
establishes formative years of the
Sarah M. Nelson, University of Denver
The Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 54:3, 1995

Yamato Kingdom. Enjoyment from
reading the paper is much like being
treated to a drama, where history

“Reading this book has me nearly convinced that Hong’s main thesis, namely,

provides the key players

that the Paekche royal house … conquered and unified Japan … Even for

and we anticipate what will happen

those who would not for a minute believe the horserider hypothesis in any

next and what is the motivation,

form, the book has gathered in one place a great many of the main arguments

based on what has happened and

on either side … Further, Hong can muster creditable, almost convincing

how forceful it may have been within

arguments for his central hypothesis.”

the overall trajectory of events.”

Leon Serafim, University of Hawaii at Manoa

Sarah M. Nelson

Korean Studies, Vol. 19, 1995

University of Denver, 2009

